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INTHODUCTION 

Frequently we speak of ona parson deceiving another, that A 

has been deluded, duped~ taken in bV 80 Less often we speak of one 

person deceiving himself, that S is. both the deceiver and the de
ceived, that 5 is duped, deluded, taken in by himself o IHe is 

deceiving himself if he thinks he is a great mUSician', 'She cannot 

really believe she will pass that test unless she is deceiving her

self l , 'His mother deceived herself into believing that he would 

reform his ways', 'Hais fooling himself into thinking his marriage 

will su~viv81, 'When he fails to admit to his intolerance he is not 

being honest with himself' are some examples of ascriptions of 5e1f

deception. In addition there are others which, if not perspicuous 

ascriptions, strong1v suggest the activity of deceiving oneself: 

'If only he did not want that so badly he could see his error', 

'It is impossible far him to believe what he says because he knows 

perfectly well that such-and-suchl and 'How could he be blind to 

the obvious?' .. 

The fact that all of these very' different ascriptions may be 

used to refer to self~deception points to a vagueness and unclarity 

in the notion·itse1f - a vagueness and unclarity which perhaps 

can be removed by an appeal to examples whose salient features 

reveal the notion's central elements e But however diverse the 

phenomena covered by the notion of self-deception are, referring to 

such phenomena in refls)dve terms i i .. e" ~ '_ deceives _~.self I, 
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implies straight off that self-deception is analogous to inter-

personal deception and that an analysis of the former will provide 

an analysis of the latter~ How successful this approach is in 

giving a satisfactory account of self-deception is the primary 

concern of the ensuing discussionQ 

-
Two commonly regarded elements of self-deception are: (1) 

that S (= self-deceiver) has a mistaken belief, and (2) tha~ 5 has 

the capacity to recognize his rnistake e
1 Without the first element, ' 

self-deception would be in some instances indistinguishable from a 

lucky guess, unbending faith or simple trust, where the b~lief in 

question is~ aa it happens' or turns ODt p true e To be sure~-the 

point in, accusing someone of having deceived himself is that he is 

deemed responsible for holding an erroneous ,belief o Without,the 

second, self-deception would be indistinguishable from psychosis 

and other forms of mental aberration in which the persoh has lost 

the ability to discriminate normallYe Indeed, if the person has 

deceiveD himself, if he has the power to instil a false belief, then 

he must have the power to set things arighto 

From a literal interpretation of what it means for a person 

to be in self-deception! the paradoxical version of the epistemic 

model arisBso Beginning with an analysis of interpersonal deception, 

we find that A deceives B if (a) A believes (or knows) p~ (b) 8 

comes to believe q (which is incompatible with p) as a result of 

(c) A's intention to instil a mistaken belief, and (d) q is fa1880 

Now if self-deception mirrors interpersonal deception~ it follows 

that the self-deceiver holds two incompatible beliefs one of which 
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it is his intention to holde 5e, it appears that 5 is deceiving 

himself if and only if (a) S believes (or knows) p, (b) S succeeds 

in bringing it about that 5 believes q (where q is ihcompatible with 

p) as a result of an intention to do so, and (c) q is false o 

According to this analysis~ the self-deceiver must intend to 

hold a false belief which in turn requires that his activity to 

produce that result involves the recognition that the belief is 

8rroneous~ But a paradox looms o How is it possible for someone to 

successfully bring himself to have a false beliet while rec6gnizing 

or having access to the truth'? Interpersonal deception is intelli-

gible because tha deceived i~ unaware Of or lackS corrBct informationo 

But in self-deception 5 is both deceiver and deceived, he both be-

lieves correctly and incorrectly while having good reason not to 

hold the false beliefQ How could anyone be fooled if he knows the 

truth? How could anyone be taken in by his own pretence? How, and· 

this is the crux of the paradox, could anyone intend to hold a 
. --

belief whether true or false? 

If self-deception is analyzed in accordance with interper

sohal deception, the ~aradox, 'how is it possible for someone to 

intentionally bring it about that he holds a false belief, S88ms 

unavoidable, and the difficulty in resolving it seems ~nsurmountablec 

The aim in interpersonal'deception is the deceiver's desire 

to get the deceived to believe what fa falsso But in self-deception 

problems ariss if the self-deceiver's aim is described as getting 

himself to b81ievB what is fals80 If A believes p» then A believes 

that p is true, and if A discovers that p is false then A abandons 

-, --' _ ••• _""'T! .... 



the belief c Beliefs represent, or claim to re~resentl how it is 

with the world c Since one can only believe what he takes to be a 

correct representation of the world~ it is therefore perverse for 

someone to set out to believe what he takes to be an incorrect 

representation of the worldo Moreover, the suggestion that someone 

could intend to believe something is equally unintelligible 0 The 

locution I intends to believe p' is fundam~ntally incoherent, 

because if a belief were the sort.of thing which were acquired as 
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a result of an intention to dlJ· so then beliefs would cease .to be 

pictures of the world e If one could bring it about that one believed 

that p merely bV deciding to believe p then a b~lief that P would 

no longer imply that p is truBc We can twist sameone's arm to rs

le8se information about the truth of p; but we cannot, as it were, 

twist the world's arm to make a proposition true e As we cannot 

intend that something be trues so we cannot intend that we believe 

that something is true (or fa1se)0 

Another objection to this kind .of analysis is that the 

inclusion of incompatible beliefs among the conditions seems to 

bring the phenomenon so analyzed to be more correctly covered by 

other related mental terms~ Thus intentionality and incompatible 

beliefs, it is argued, do not enter into the description of (central 

cases of) self-deception~ 

In Chapter I three attempts at an analysis of self-deception 

along the lines mentioned abbve, one conte8ding with the p~radox 

as stated and the others eliminating the most troublesome features, 

are discussed. A recent proposal and the most extensive treatment 



to date~ which rejects the epistemic model for a self-ascriptive 

model and purports to preserve the paradox in a palatable 'trans

lated' form, is examined in Chapter lIe Finally, in Chapter III; 

self-deception is distinguished from other phenomena to which it is 

clo~elv related but with which it i~ frequently confused~ and a 

non-paradoxical description of self-deception employing a revised 

epistemic.model is presented which not only avoids the problems in 

the epistemic model as commonly interpreted but also attempts to 

explain the truth behind the metaphor tha~ the self-deceiver is 

blind to the obviouso 



CHAPTER I 

THE EPISTEMIC MODEL 1 

1~ In the paper which is perhaps most responsible for the 

recent interest in the problem of self-deception, Raphael Demos 

propoSBs an account of self-deception that incorporates a full-blood-

ed explication of the epistemic modele While recognizing that ~self-

deception" has more than one use~ he attempts to analyze what appears 

to be the central mssningG In doing so he combines analyses of 

deception and lying; since deception, while emphasizing the securing 

of the desired result, need not include intention, and lying~ while 

emphasizing intention, need not include the securing of the desired 

resulto (Thus to have deceived you, I need not have lied; and to 

have lied to you, I need not have deceivedo) So, working with the 

elements of both deception and lying, the analysis of interpersonal 

deception pertinent to self-deception becomes: nIB lies to (deceives) 

C' means: B intends to induce a mistaken belief in Cp B succeeds in 

carrying out this intention, and finally B knows (and believes) 

that what he tells C is false o All three: intention, results and 

knowledge 9 are i~cludedo"2 And, accordinglY9 "Self-deception exists p 

I will says when a person lies to himself, that is to say, persuades 

himself to believe what he knows is hot SOe In shQrt~ self-deception 

entails that B believes both p and not-p at the same timee Thus 

self-deceptio~ involves an inner conflict9 perhaps the e.istence of 

a contradiction,U3 

6 



Oddly enough~ Demos locates the paradox not in the element 

of intention but in the self-deceiver's holding two incompatible 

beliefs. Apparently self-deception? baldly stated in terms of 

lying to oneself, is logically impossible because 

Believing and disbelieving are pro and con attitudes; 

they are contraries and therefore it is logically 

impossible for them to exist at the same time in the 

same respect~ When 8 lies to himself he comes to 

believe what he knows to be false; to accept this as 

the description of a fact is to admit a violation of 

the law of contradictionQ It would seem, then p that 

self-deception -- lyi.ng to oneself - is logically 

impossible in the way it has been formulatede Per

haps, then, the description given is wrong" 4 

However, ashe remarks, two obvious non-paradoxical redescriptions 

fail to Significantly cope with the evidence~ If the contrary 

beliefs occurred at different and successive times Dr the 'agreeable 

belief occupied the conscious mind while the disagreeable one were 

repressed into the unconscious, then, Demos contends, these sug-

g-e-sted redescriptions lIJOuld simply fall wide of the mark.. For 

7 

Bxample, "The mother who has convinced berself that her prodigal son 

is a fine boy is haunted by a 'nagging doubt' .. Here both the belief 

and the doubt are simultaneous and both seem to be in the conscious 

mindc' Or take the man who deceives himself about his attractiveness 

to the ladiese Backed into a corner by his friends and confronted 

by past failures which he cannot deny, he confesses the truth~ add

ing, "I knew all along I am no gODd"~"5 So, on Demos' view, s81f-

deception must be characteriz8d by an inner conflict which consists 
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in contrary beliefs held simultaneDuslv in the consciousness of the 

person .. 

Since, according to Demos, a person cannot consciously hold 

contrary beliefs at the same time in the same rest!.§.£! and vet in 

self-deception both beliefs must be in the consciousness of the 

person,' the problem becomes one of making intelligible the descrip

tion of the self-deceiver as one: consci01:!so~ holding contrary beliefs 

in di~fBF~nt r~eectse 

He proposes a solution to this problem in arguing that con

trary beliefs can exist as conscious beliefs held in different 

respects by attributing each belief to a different level of aware-

ness: "one is simple awareness, the other awareness together with 

attending or noticing e e'. I may be aware of something without, at 

the same time, noticing or focusing my attention on it~ This comes 

about because I may be distracted by something else, or because I 

may deliberately ignore it, or because 1 may not wish to think about 

it .. The not-noticing need not be something that just happens ,t.o 

mee n6 So, applying this to self-deception, when S believes p while 

in the state of knowing and believing not-p he is conscious of both 

beliefs but aware of them on different levels o Although this might 

provide a solution to the problem's~ated above~ ·it does not come to 

grips with all the problems in the Bnalysis Demos presentso There 

still remains the problem of handling the intentional featuree But 

before the adequacy of the proposed solution is examined, there is 

a misconception to be cleared awayQ 

His claim that it is logically impossible for contrary. 



beliefs to exist in the same person at the same time in the same 

respect (for whatever the last rider may mean) is palpably incor

rect.. It is logically impossibl-e for someone to know p and to know 

q (where q is incompatible with p) at the same time because knowing 

that it is raining entails that it is raining c If it is raining 
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and A knows that fact then it is logically impossible for him to 

know that, sav, the skies are clear (or, for that matter, that it is 

not raining)~ But whereas the truth of p is a necessary condition 

of knowing that P, no such condition exists for believing" It is 

not logically impossible for someone to believe p and believe q at 

the same time, although to say that it is logically possible to 

hold contrary beliefs simultaneously is not to say that it is also 

non-paradoxical.. SOp if holding incompatible beliefs simultaneously 

is paradoxical, the pa~adox is not a logical onee Perhaps the 

oddity of ascribing incompatible beliefs to someone at the same 

time derives not from logical considerations but from the failure 

to understand how someone could (rationally) think or act as if p 

is true and think or act 8S if q is true e We presume rationai 

anim~ls behave and wish to behave rationally; and rationality implies 

consistency in thoughts and behavioure 

So, contrary to Demos:, there'is no logical difficulty in 

attributing incompatible beliefs to one person at one timee Indeed, 

there are several possible explanations of how someone might con~ 

iciously hold incompatible beliefs at the same time, provided he is 

not aware of their incompatibility~ Some examples are: (1) A be

lieves that Trudeau is married and that the Prime Minister of Canada 



is a bachelor because A is not aware that Trudeau is the Canadian 

Prime Minister~ (2) When the belief that Trudeau had married was 
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. activated in A (while he believed that Trudeau, the Prime Minister, 

is a bachelor) he failed to appreciate the relevance of the new 

belief to the old, and thus failed to make the required adjustmento 

(3) If P and q are unobviously incompatible (e~go, p = Next year 

each numbered day of the week in February will correspond to each 

numbered day of the week in March; and q = Any year whose last two 

digits are equally divisible by four is a leap year; and suppose 

the last two digits of the year in question ~re equally divisible 

by four) then it is possible for someone to be conscious of both 

and not recognize their incompatibilitYe 

However, Demos may not be troubled by this because his chief 

concern S8ems to be explaining how it is possible for someone to be 

conscious of his incompatible beliefs and at the same time conscious 

of their incompatibility. Normally only the mentally defective or 

irrational person b8haves in this fashion$ But the self-deceiver 

is neither mentally defective nor irrational$ To resolve this 

problem, Demos suggests that the self-deceiver is· aware of bath 

beliefs, but aware of each on a different level so that they do 

nat cla8h~ But, as we shall see, this solution has problems of 

its own 9 

Any solution to the problem as set by Demos must satisfy 

the crucial requirement that S, in deceiving himself, intends to 

induce in himself an erroneous belief while he knows the truthe 
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The solution Demos proposes implies that the paradox disappears when 

the deceiver is described as being aware of the contrary beliefs on 

two different levelso S is aware of his true belief on the level 

of simple awareness (and presumably aware also of the incompatibility 

of the true and false beliefs) and aware of his false belief on this 

level together with his attending or noticing ito Ho~ever, the 

argument gets its force from an equivocation on the word "aware"~ 

Now it is not entirely clear what is meant by a level of 

awareness because it is not entirely clear what the term "awareness" 

meanS e 

To say that A is now aware that he is wearing blue trousers 

is to say either that A is now examining his tr6users or attending 

to the fact that he is wearing blue trousersp or that while he is 

not at the moment paying attention to the colour of his trousers he 

is not ignorant of that fact. The use of "aware" and its cognates 

in the latter instance allows for substitution with either "know!' 

or "believe" without loss of importo For example, when A blithely 

announces his intention to wear an orange shirtt B responds with 

'Vou can't wear an orange shirt with blue trousers, the colours 

will clash'~ A's rejoinder, 'I am aware of that but it is the only

shirt that is clean', implies that although he was not at the time 

considering the fact that he was wearing blue trousers and the fact 

that the colours orange and blue clash, he knew bath and if a 

suitably coloured shirt were clean he would wear it~ A different 

use of "aware", according to Demos, is this latter 'simple Bware

ness' plus attending or noticing. A is aware on this level if, say. 



when announcing his intention, he manifests displeasure at the 

thought of the gaudy result Q 

'A is aware that pi iS f then? ambiguous. It can mean 

either (a) A knows that p but· is not now attending' to p, or (b) A 
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is noticing that or attending to po If (a) is what Demos labels 

simple awareness then his position is that (b) consists of (a) 

"together with attending or noticing"o But this is hardly the case o 

The use of "aware" in (b) does not entail that A either knows or 

believes that p; it entails only that A is entertaining po I am 

presently aware of, i.eQP attending t0 5 the proposition that there 

existed a k'ing named Arthur l.liho led the Knights of the Round Table, 

but I neither believe nor disbelieve ito I merely entertain the 

possibilityo And to have the propositional attitude "entertain" 

to p is not tantamount to having either of the propositional 

attitudes IIknow" or "believe" to Pi to entertain p is not to commit 

oneself to an acceptance of p. Thus (b) neither consists of nor 

entails (a)f and so the two senses of "aware" are distinct and 

separate. And hence there is no sense to be made of the contention 

that the self-deceiver is conscious (in case "conscious" here has 

a univocal meaning) of both beliefs but on different levels o But 

in any case, even if (b) would entail (a), we do not seem to have 

successfully avoided what Damos intends to avoid, namely, ascribing 

incompatible beliefs in the same respect or on the same level of 

awareness Q SIS being aware of a belief on level (b) entails that 

he is also aware of it on level (a). But if he is aware of the 

incompatible belief on level (8) as well, then he holds both beliefs 
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on the same level of awareness and in the same respect~ which Demos 

claims to be logically impo88ible~ 

While it is true that "1 may be aware of something without 

at the same time noticing or focusing my attention on it", it does 

not fallow from the fact that "aware" is used in both senses (a) and 

(b) and that A can be aware of p in sense (a) and aware of not-p in 

sense (b), that "aware" means the same in both instances o Indeed 

the distinction between senses (a) and (b) precludes just such an 

infsrenceo Demos cannot have it both waV80 He cannot have the two 

levels of awareness to be so distinct and so similar that the self

deceiver can be said to be uGambiguously aware of both beliefs but 

in different respects~ And, as I shall argue shortly~ his failure 

to establish a univocal sense of awareness for the different levels 

of awareness undermines his attempt to establish intentionalitYG 

The point Demos tries to make about levels of awareness is 

illustrated by his contention that one's headache may continue to 

exist even if one does not notice it~ because 1 say,one is engrossed 

in a movieQ "While watching the story on the screen I donGt "feel" 

my headache; but as soon as the play is over, I feel a headache 

once more ~ e $ the headache continued existing, but I did not 

notice ite"? Demos wants a case in which someone has a pain but 

does not feel it in order to produce an analogue to being conscious 

of a belief but not noticing it~ But pains are so unlike beliefs 

that the analogy must fail o The differences between pains and 

beliefs that rule out the analogy ara familiar enough and pursued 

elsewhere8 a8 to warrant my not repeating them here. 
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What cases of self-deception does Demas' analysis purport to 

describe non-pSradoxically? Demos explicitly restricts the scope 

of his analysis to those instances where intention, results and 

knowledge Obtain" He distingl.lishe8 the use of the expression r 

is deceiving self' which is analogous to the application of 'A 

is deceiving 8' from other uses in which something other than 

deception is impliedc A person who holds (or seems to hold) an 

erroneous belief as a result of wishing that something h~ has little" 

or no control over were so, is more aptly described as engaging in 

wishful thinking. In such cases the person usually yields to an

emotion or impulse which diminisiles responsibility for holding the 

erroneous beliefo And because "We must also be able to say of a 

parson; he knew what he was doing, and he could have done otherwise"~ 

the use of "self-deception" and its accompanying ascription of 

responsibility should normally bs withheld in just those cases~ 

Delusions of grandeur while ctrunk, hypnotized or sick are strictly 

different from self-deception in that lithe person having the de-

lusions experiences "no conflict; there is no countervailing belief.," 

Self-deception is also distinct from pretending to oneself although 

the differences are more tenuous o Usually pretending to oneself 

very nearly approaches (total) belief and thus self-deception., For 

example, "those with a dramatic t8mper~ment, the enthusiast and the 

like, preserve some 88nS8 of reality; in some 'corner of the mind' 

they know that it is all an act .. 119 

Thus, taking the lina suggested in "pretending to oneself", 

self-deception is found in a "mother who has convinced herself that 
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her prodigal son is a fine boy is haunted by a 'nagging doubt'" and 

a "man who ·deceives himself about his attractiveness to the ladies 

I-and when~7 Backed into a corner by his friends and confronted by 

past failures which he 6annot deny, he confesses the truth, adding 

. 10 'I knew all along that I am no good'ol! But are these genuine 

cases of self~d8ceptionp let alone ones covered by Demos' analysis? 

There is little information to go on~ but let us see whether 

what there is measures u~ to the conditiDns Demos setso To be in 

self-deception the woman would have to (1) know that her son is 

prodigal~ (2) bsiiev8 he is a fine boy as result of hef intention to 

do 80 s and (3) 'notice' only the iatter b81ief~ It is questionable 

whether her naggin~ doubt amounts to knowl~dge: both the doubt and 

the belief that her son is a fine boy may be the consequence of 

conflicting pieces of evidence? such that although she has good 

reason to beli8ve he is a fine boy there may be (mounting) evidence 

that he is not9 But for the sake of argument, let us assume that 

the nagging doubt is a product of her knowledge that the boy is 

prodigal o Now, presumablYJ a nagging doubt is one that frequently 

comes to one's attentionc But if this is so, by attending to the 

true belief, she then fails to meet condition (3)e 

The 'ladies' man' example undergoes a similar fate~ To be 

self-deceived, he must (1) know that he is unsuccessful with women, 

(2) believe contrary to this knowledge as a result of his intention 

to do so, and (3) attend to only the latter beliefo Suppose that, 

his repudiation of his recent behaviour by his admission that. he 
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knew all along fulfills condition (1)~ Suppose too that he was 

oblivious of his true belief until prodded by hi~ friends'o This 

should satisfy condition (3)0 Nonetheless there still is, a prob

lemo If he did at no time attend or I~otice' his true belief, then 

to say that he intended to believe mistakenly is without supporto 

How could, he have intended to believe mistakenly if he did not 

recognize the error he wanted to commit? 

Of course, these cases might still be instances of se1f

dece~tionp even though Demos' analysis does not fit~ But there is 

no good reason to think they Bre o What the woman says publicly 

about her son is equally a manifestation of her love~ an emphasis 

of his good traits t or a matter of wishful thinking rather than~ 

product of self-deception Q 'And it is implausible to sugg8~t that 

a woman who wishes her prodigal son behaved better, or who believes 

that in spite of it all he is basically good and makes every effort 

to show her concern and love, is self-dsceivedo Similarly~ the 

'ladies' man' does not S8em to differ significantly from a man who~ 

through forgetfulness or the failure to attend to certain facts» 

comes to hold a mistaken belief about himself e Here we have a case 

of someone simply holding inconsistent beliefs, 'not someone in 

self-deceptiono 

My criticism is not only that Demos has not produced a 

convincing example of self-deception conforming to his analysis, 

but primarily that no plausible case of self-deception whatsoever 

will fit hi~ analv~is, because the condition of intentionality 

cannot possibly be satisfied unless the person 'notices ' his false 



belief e If the person intends to believe falsely~ then his recog

nition of the falsehood he wishes to believe must be simultaneous 

with the recognition of the truth of the matterc How else is he 

able to decide what is falsB? 50 if the condition imputing inten

tion is to be made sense ofp S must '~oticel his true belief and 
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'notice' that the belief he intends to hold is fals80 That req~ites 

that 5 is aware of both beliefs in sense (b), which contradicts 

Demos' contention that 5 is aware of the true belief in sense (a) 

and the false belief in sense (b)0 Of course, some of Demos' 

remarks suggest that part of the self-deceiver IS intention is to 

remove the true belief from his attenti6n. This may come about 

by deliberately ignoring it or not wishing to think abowt it~11 

But for either to obtain, S must attend to what is to be ignored 

in order to ignore it. And if to put oneself into a state of self-

deception requires that one not attend to the true belief, then to 

deliberately ignore it is td defeat one's purposes o 

According to Demos, either the self-deceiver is simply not 

noticing a belief or deliberately ignoring it~ If the former, then 

self-deception does not S8em to differ from someone holding an 

incorrect belief because he has forgotten what he knows, or from 

someone holding inconsistent beliefs and for any of a number of 

reasons not recognizing their incompatibilityo If the latter~ then 

self-deception on Demos' analysis is impossible G But perhaps the 

assumption that an analysis of interpersonal deception will throw 

light on self-deception is wrong o 
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2. Two subsequent attempts at giving a non-paradoxical account 

of self-deception avoid the seemingly insurmountable difficulties 

posed by its alleged correspondence to- interpersonal deceptionQ 

Frederick Sieglar argues against the correspondence and formulates 

a motivational explanation of self-deceptiono Terence Penelhum, 

denying that self-deception involves motives, bases his analysis on 

the assumption that the self-deceiver believes in the face of strong 

evidence to the contrary, with the aim of producing an intelligible 

rendering of the supposed paradoxQ 

Siegler rejects the possibility of the criteria for inter-

personal deception providing an analysis of self-dsceptionQ He-

claims the criteria for self-deception which parallel the criteria 

for interpersonal deception, i~eol (1) S knows p,12 (2) S believes 

not-ps (3) S believes not-p as a result of Ses intentional procedure 

to believe not-p, cannot be fulfilled because there is a logical 

oddity in saying of someone that he believes what he knows to be 

false: 

For, as these words are normally understood f "A be

lieves (knows) what he knows (believes) to be false" 

does not make sense o Sincs it was a feature of inter

personal deception that the deceiver know that what 

the deceived believes is false and this cannot make 

sense where the deceiver and the deceived are the 
13 same person o 

"I 

Indeed-there is a prima facie oddness in saying of someone that he 

believes what he knows to be false, or someone sincerely asserting 

II believe what I know to be falselo (The latter would be odder 

, J 
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still if subsequent to the declaration no attempt was made to make 

the necessaryadjustment e ) But this is not·a logical·oddityo If A 

believes p and knows not-p and knowledge entails belief, then A 

believes p and believes not-pe Here we have someone holding incon-

sistant beliefs which, as we have seen, is not logically impossiblee 

However j if it is allowed that believing not-p entails disbelieving 

p, then it seems that there is a contradictionc But again it must 

be recognized that incompatible bBliefs~ unlike .incompatible ascrip-

tions of knowledge, do not exclude one anothero All that is re-

quired is to show that it is possible for someone to be in a certain 

belief-state in set of circumstances and in a contrary belief-state 

in a different set of circumstances over the sa,me pariod of time.. And 

that does not appear too di fftl~cul t... We .should not confuse the claim 

of ascribing B belief to someone and denying that he has that belief 

with the claim that he holds contrary beliefs: only the former is 
. . 14 
self-contradictoryo 

While I think that that part .of Si~gler I s cri ti.cism _of _the 

analysis a 16 Demos is slightly askew, Siegler does attack the 

central problematic feature, namely, that the self-deceiver is 

taken in bV his own intention to believe falselVe 

If S is to be correctly described· as having intended to 

bring himself to believe what he knows to be false, it would have 

to be established that: 

(1) 5 knows p, 

(2) S intends to believe q, which requires thatv 

(8) 5 recognizes both that he knows that p and 
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that p is incompatible with q, ends 

(b) S has r8aso~ to bring it about that he believes 

q, i.e., there is a logical connection between 

the object of SIS action ano the answer to the 

question 'why did S do it?'s 15 

(3) S believes qo 

Could there ever be an instance of self-deception which would meet 

all the above conditions? .1 think ~oto 

A typical case which the analysis in question should satis

factorily describe is something like the fol'lowingo 16 S discovers 

from a reliable source (his doctor) that he will die from an incur-

able disease within ten dayso The features of the case up to this 

point are that the evidence for the prognosis are conclusive, S 

verbally accepts the prognosis, and SIS behaviour shows that he 

accepts the prognosis& After four days have elapsed, S's behaviour 

alters Significantly despite no change in the medical prognosis; 

the evidence is still conclusiveo S verbally rejects the prognosis 

and his behaviour shows that he re-jects ito So it looks as-if S 

believes what he knows to be falsB~ Are there sufficient grounds 

to establish that S intended to believe erroneously? 

On the first few days, S behaves as if he were going to die, 

i~e., making funeral arrangements, writing his last will and testa-

ment~ etco On subsequent days, S shows signs of stress and great 

anxietyQ We find him muttering to himself, 'I want to live, I must 

live Gee He begins to reed stories about miraculous cures,' 

unexplained recoveries from terminal diseBsese On the fifth day~ 

,he tells us that he will be cured, cancels the funeral preparations p 
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belief? 

Does SIS behaviour establish all intention to hold a false 

Hsre we can conclude that /-5_7 did believe that he 

was going to die, and that now he believes that he 

is not going to die. He initiated a procedure which 

we could say resulted in the change of his beliefc 
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But so far we would be justified in concluding only 

that £5_7 had p£.ny~c8.s! himself that he is going to 

live. This is because there is no indication that 

£-8_7 intended to indUce in himself what he believed 

to be a false belief. His procedure may have included 

poor or silly, or otherwise unfounded considerations, 

but it was not a procedure by which L-8 7 intended 
- 17 

to produce 8 bellef which he believed to be fa1se0 
'. 

This seems correct. But more is n88~~d to see exactly why we are 

unable to say of 5 that he intended to believe erroneously. 

An 6bjection might be urged along the following lines. '8's 

mutterings expressing his desire to live and his searching out 

literature on miraculous cures are undoubtedly intentional.. And 

since the false belief is acquired as a result of these,activities, 

then, surely, 5 can be spoken of as having intentionally induced a 

false belief in himself.' There are two replies to this objection: 

The first is that although it can be admitted that 8 came to hold a 

false belief a~ a result of certain intended actions J it does not 

follow that he intended to believe what was fa1seo Perhaps the 

belief was a fortuitous consequence of his activity even though it 

was not intended as such. Fwrthermore 9 cases in which someone does 

deliberately set out to hold a false belief by putting himself into 
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such a situation that he is led to hold the false belief and either 

drop or 'forget' the true one fail to qualify, because if the former 

then he does not hold two beliefs and if the latter, since the 

belief 'forgotten' is norm~llv a source of discomfort, then the 

person's activity bears a striking resemblance to wishful thinking 

and repressing an unpleasant thOUghte 18 The second reply is that 

if S did intend to hold a false belief, then ,he must have had reason 

to, do so 0 What reason, then p dOBs S have which leads him to accept 

the stories and believe that he too will be miraculously cured? 

His reason for believing the stories is his own 

honest, non-Observational explanation of why he 

believes themo He may confess that he believes the 

stories because they seem so plausib18~ But he could 

not say that he believes the stories because (plaus.:

ible or implausible) he wished to believe them and 

that ha accepted them as proof that he will live~ It 

may be that the teason (which explains) why he 

believed foolish or implausible stories and why he 

accepted silly stories as proof that he failed to see 

just how silly or implausible the stories are e But 

this is not hi!.:~ reason for believing and accepting tIle 

stories or for believing and accepting silly and 

implausible stClrj_es c For his r-ea80n for believing and 

accepting the stories is that he finds them implau-
'bi 1-9 -Sl So 

But even if the explanation Siegler gives is right, it does not 

rule out the possibility of SUs intending to believe that he will 

be cured o To say that S had a reason' for believing suggests that 

his coming to believe was intentionalo However this need not be 

the case .. 
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S tells us that he believes that he wil-l be cured because he 

finds the stories plausibleo Suppose that S is also in a position 

to acknowledge that some such stories are fabrications, and that 

many others have been scientifically explained, and that it is 

reasonable to assume in cases where an explanation is not available 

that there is a natural explanation nonetheless, and most importa~tly 

that no one with his disease has baen known to be curedo Thus s it 

sgems that although S has no grounds~for believing that he will 

be cured he believes non8thel8ss~ This shows, I think, that the 

~because" in'S believes p because e' may signal only a causal 

relation between p and e and nat a rational connection& The case 

of S believing that he will be cured because he finds the stories 

plau"slble"-can be construed as a caSe of someone· holding a belief """ 

which lacks supportp yet which the person was led to believeo Not 

every belief is held on the basis of rational support; some beliefs 

we have as a result of certain things whic~ cause us to have themo 20 

So it is somewhat misleading ·to S81}" as Siegler does 1 about S that 

since he believes p because e r IB is his reason for believing p -

as if '8 provided rational support for p.. Indeed what appears to be 

true is that S believes p as a result of being in a certain mental 

state which permitted e to ac;t:tvate 8 belief· that p in him.. Ahd to 

deny that S has or had a reason (10e0, one which provides rational 

support) strengthens the case against the claim that S intended to 

believe he could be curede 

The fact that intentionality has not been established in 

this particular case is symptomatic of the fact that the statement 
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'S int~nds (intended) to believe falsely' involves incoherencies 

concerning the nature of belief which do not seem readilYr if at 

all, resolvable (see Introduction)e But if it can be made coherent 

wi th respect to self-deception i then t.he onus is -all-the proponents 

of such a thesis to show what they have thus far failed to showe 

Nonetheless, in light of the difficulties~ any endeavour to make 

the notion of intending to believe falsely coherent does not 

appear promising e 

Now if Siegler's, together with my own, arguments against 

the 'strong' model (Siegler'S terminolgy) of self-deception are 

correct, then what is the raison d'itre behind the use of the term 

"self-deception"? If self-deception is not logically akin to 

interpersonal deception, is there nevertheless a point in employing 

reflexive deception ascriptions? Siegler contends that the analogy 

is somewhat weakerc To say someone is decieiving himself 

One talks.'l§. !!JE.u9t:! he did not know better, §§. ttmugn 

somebody had ~:pei~ him into having false hopeso 

But he does know better (meaning ought to know) and 

nobody has ~i\{.~_q him and so he should reasonably 

give up such hopese When he talks that way he is 

simply not taking into aocount what he knows (meaning 

1I.o.ug.~..! to .knowll) about such matters.. He should know 
. 21 better.,-

To be sure, thi~ general oharacterization of reflexive deception 

ascriptions is at least part of what we do mean ltJhen we accuse 

someone of being self-deceivedc Unfortunately~ Sieglsr's specific 

proposals as to a formulation of that meaning is less than 
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satisfactory .. 

Siegler eliminates ona troublesome feature from the 'strong l 

(= Demosl) model, namely, that S intends to believe what he knows 

to be false, and redescribes anoth8r~ namely, that S holds incom-

patible beliefs.. For the latter, the beliefs may occur at dif-

ferent time5~ or in one type of situation p is acknowledged while 

in another type of situation it is deniedo For the former, 5 does 

not intend to believe what is false~ rather "we could say that he, 

actually believes that not-p as a result of a desire that not-p 

and a fear that p",,22 C'· ]f d t' 'f d 1 'f ~ 15 1n S8. - seep 10n 1 an on y 1 : 

(1) he knows (or believes) that p. 

(2) he believes that not-p as a result of desire and 

fear" 
(3) he believes that not ... p though 'he has gond reason 

to believe that po 

(4) he misconstrues or distorts at the level of 

evidence and . f 23 1n BrenCe., 

As set out, it appears to be a clearer model than that proposed by 

Demos and one which seems to admit readily of actual application~ 

But are the phenomena coveTed bV this analysis the kind of phen-

omena we are prepared to call central cases of self-deception7 

Siegler is careful in trying to distinguish his version of what it 

is to deceive ones81f from other related phenomena, eogo~ mistaken 

belief, jumping to a conclUSion, and so ono But has he succeeded 

in finding instances of self-deception conforming to his analysis 

which are signicantly different fro~ them? 

According to Siegler~ self-deception requires a belief that 
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not-p which is caused by both a desire that not-p and a fear that 

p through a misjudging of the evidencBo Presumably, the case of the 

man who has a few days to live, with minor alterations, can be made 

to fit this analysiso The man acoepts the doctor's prognosis that 

he has but ten days to live.. Later he comes across stories relating 

unexplained cures of terminal diseases whioh lead him to believe 

that he will livec His belief that he will live is caused largely 

by his desire to live and his fear of deatho Through the desire· 

and fear he distorts the content and magnitude of the stories Q 

When relating them he tells us that men exactly like him who had 

had the same disease were oured miraculously, and since he is no 

different from those already oured he too will liveo 

On the face of it, this S8ems to be a case of self-deception 

since it "differs from a stupid or naive mistake in that none of 

these features {-conditions 1 - 4 above_I need apply., .. " from 

jumping to·a conclusion caused by a desire in that feature 3 need 

not apply and the cause need not involve a fear that p Q ~ • from 

wishful thinking in that there need be no fear that not-p in the 

causal explanation • ~ c from serious psychological disorders in 

that cravings and abhorrences rather than desires and fears cause a 

distortion at .the level of parceptionrather than at the level of ev-· 

id d . f . "24 ence an . 10 erenceo Nevertheless, Siegler's analysis will prove 

unsatisfactory if self-deception is a jumping to a conclusion 

coupled with an aversion to the opposite conclusion, or if self

deception is wishing that something were true compDu~ded with a 

repression of the thought that it is not true t or, possibly, if it 
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instances of wishful thinking, jumping to a conclusion, "stc Q are 
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frequently called self-delusory;; we do say that someone is in self-

depeption when we could just as well say that he is engaged in 

wishful thinking or jumping to a conclusion Q If Siegler is right, 

i0801 that self-tieceptio~ is but one of thesenr a combination "of 

these, then it appears that there is nothing which is uniquely 

called a decieiving Dfone~elf. On SiSgler's analysis these diverse 

applications of the term are not only loose applications but also 

manifestations of the term's completely surrogate naturse Accepting 

this way of looking at" self-deception suggests that there is nothing 

to which "self-deception" uniquely applieso It is merely a con

venient term serving to group together same related phenomena. But, 

surely, it this is true, "self-deception" does not appear to have a 

significant function~ And the notion itself ceases to be of 

special interest. 

The move to such a position can be checked by noting an 

i~portant factor in self-deception to which Siegler gives scant 

attentiono While it is probably true that uThe person in self-

deception either speaks or acts rin the belief that p, but the state 

of self-deception is temporary and liable to be shattered by an " 

unexpected event, eogo, an accusation of self-deception or a clear 

revelation of the falsity of p, etcG,n 25 by this Siegler seems to 

be suggesting (and his analysiS does not rule it out) that the 5elf

deceiver can be brought out of his self-deception by the mere 

mention of the error or by pointing out something which chal-
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lenges the mistaken belief o ' Rather something to the contrary seems 

to be the cass. What distinguishes self-deception from pther 

closely related notions is that the self-deceiver is blind to the 

obvious. When the contrary evidence of which the self-deceiver is 

fully aware cll,nches ,the matter, be remains unmoved.. Surely this 

resistance to the significance of the facts is whats if ariything, 

" distinguishes genuine cases of self-deception from cases where the 

term is loosely appliedcThere is something we cannot understand 

about the self-deceiver, 'how can hebslieve that!' We are impatient 

and intolerant because we know he is equipped to assess the situa

tion as we d0 7 but for some reason he does not~ Perhaps this is all 

that the (alleged) paradox amounts too In any case, Siegler's 

non-paradoxical analysis, though probably, helpful in indicating the 

close relationship between self-deception and ot~er mental phen

ome~a,fails to capture this distinctive feature~ 

3~ Terence Penelhum, acting upon a suggestion by John Canfield 

and Don Gustafson, develops an analysis which attempts to explicate 

the paraa~x in self-deception whil~ avoiding the difficultiesin-' 

herent in an analysis logically akin to interpersonal deception" 

Canfield and, Gustafson argue that self-deception can best be under

stood as belisf in the face of strong evidence to the contrarYG 

They take as their starting point the treatment of "self-commandPD 

An analysis of self-command in terms parallel to that of interper

sonal command produces a paradox. If, however, self-command is seen 
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not as a species of interpersonal command but as a 'making oneself 

act in the face of certain obstacles' the oddity dis8ppears~ 5im-

ilarly~ when self-deception is understood not as a species of inter

personal deception but as beliLef in the face of strong evidence to 

. . . 26 the contrary, the prima facie oddity dlsappesrs Q 

While this seems to be true~it is not the whole storyo 

8alief in the face of strong I~vidence to the contrary is a necessary 

condition of self-deception, without it "self-deception would be 

indistinguishable from intel18ctual'indeCision~"27 but it is not a 

sufficient conditiono "The self-deceiver must also know the evi-

dence; or else we have not self-deception but ignorance," andp "if 

he knows the evidence yet does not accept what it points t0 9 this 

might be because he does not ~ what it points top and then we 

'have stupidity or na1vet'; so the self-deceiver must not only know 

the strong evidence, b.ut. see what. it point~ _ to, ... :' 28 So .the neces-

sary and sufficient conditions of self-deception are: 

(1) .belief in the face of strong evidence to the 

contrarYt 

(2) the subject's knDwledge of the evidence, 

(3) the subject's recognition of the import of the 
• 291 eVldence o 

But conditions (2) and (3) seem tantamount to the self-

deceiver's holding an opposing belief to (1). Consequently, the. 

paradox (as Penelhum sees it) of ascribing sirnw~taneous incompatible 

beliefs to the person has merely been restated ,and not made more 

intelligible. To understand the paradox, we must$ according to 

Penelhum, understand that the self-deceiver is in a 'conflict-
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state' (a term borrowed from Demos) and that in "This way we can 

settle fpr tonsistent d~scriptiDn of inconsistent behaviour& Some-

one, in this state does partially satisfy the cri te:ria for belief' 

and also those for disbelief .. n 30 That is 1 in recogniz1n'g where the 

contrary evidence points he in Bff8ct accepts the conclusion implied 

and in sincerely declaring a belief which contradicts that accept

ance he partly satisfies t~8 criteria for disbelief o 50 there is 

reason to say that the self-deceiver believes what he asserts and 

reason to say that he does not believe what he asserts~31 

Penelhum's analysis permits the following to be described 

as self-deceptiono Consider the case of a man 5 (a philosopher 

perhaps) who sincerely contends that Wittgenstein died in 19550 He 

acknowledges that everyone who k~8W Wlttgenstein in the early 50's 

agrees that he died in 1951, that biographies ,list his 

death as having occurred in 1951~ that no one is reported to have 

seen him in the years betweBn 1951 and 1955, a~d so on. Despite 

th,e overwhelming eVide,rice to, the contrary, b..lhich 5 recog'nizes and 

accepts with~ut ~ue8tion, 5 maintains that Wittgenstein died in 

1955.. Indeed he not only sees where the evidence points but he 

does not challenge the evidEHlce in any way, nor does he offer 

evidence on beh~lf of his own conteDtion~ 

Surely this man cannot be let off with an innocuous accusa

tion of self~deception~ Surely this man is behaving irrationally. 

He admits and accepts the evidence for p and yet at the same time 

deni~s it. If that is all thera is to the case, then there should 

be an explanation of his outrageous behaviouro Does he not really 
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und~rstand what he ~sserts and what the evidence means? Has the 

evidence slipped his mind? Is he unduly obstinate? Does he refuse 

to admit his erroneous claim? Is he simply irrational? If any 

answer to these questions is in the affirmative, then the man could 

not p~operly be said to be self-deceived; if all are negative, then 

the paradox has not been avoided - it could not be "more blatant .. 

Moreover, even if the case taken is not as clear cut as the pre

ceding, says one in which the evidence is not overwhelming, the 

difficulties still arise" Whlle admitting that there are good 

reasons for believing that p and there are no good reasons for 

denying p, to claim not-p without reservation and with no attempt 

to assess Dr adjust the claim or the degree of conviction with which 

the claim is made is not to b 18",merely obstinate but to traverse the 

bounds of rationalitye Certainly, obstinacy requires at least some 

backing for what is claimedo Irrationality, on the other hand, 

requires norie" 

Where Penelhum seems to have gone wrong is"that he includBs~ 

as one of the conditions, the feature that the self-deceiver must 

know the evidence and see where it pointsc But this is not in line 

with what is ordinarily said about the person in self-deception. 

The self-deceiver is one wha is somehow blind to the obvioU8 9 for 

some reason he fails to see what we se8, or indeed what he could 

see if he were not self-deludedo If it were the case that the 

self-deceiver accepts contrary evidence and the implications thereof 

without offering or having access to supporting evidence, then"it 

seems that the self-deceiver differs not at all from the irrational 
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what hs sees, ratHer he is criticized for failing to see something 

he ought to se8, something he could sse if he were-not in self

deceptiono Whatever the self-deceiver is, he is not irrationale 
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Despi'te the way Penelhum has handled the original suggestion 

by Canfield and Gustafson~ that self-deception involves belief in 

,the face of strong evidence to the contrary, it is, I think, if not 

completely correct 1 at least on the right tracko The mistake 

Penelhum has made is to reintrod~ce a second opposing, belief, or 

what might amount to an opposing belief o Both Siegler and Penelhum 

correctly eliminate the supposed intentional aspect in self-decep

tion, namely, that the self-deceiver intends to believe falselYe 

But thsy retain ths feature that self-deception, like interpersonal 

deception, consists primarily of two contrary beliefse And the 

reason for the failure of both analyses seems to rest on the fact 

that if two incompatible beliefs are attributed to the self-deceiver 

at the same time or at different times, then descriptions other 

than self-deception are more appropriateo Some alternative descrip

tions are that 5 unwittingly holds incompatible beliefs, he has 

forgotten that such-and-such, he is~ngaged in wishful thinking, he 

has repressed an unpleasant ~hought, etco Perhaps restricting 

self-deception to one significant mistaken belief will have more 

beneficial resultso 

But before embarking an a discussion of a possible im~rove

ment upon the previously cited attempts to formulate a satisfactory 

account of self-deception, a novel ap~roach, which tries to circum-



vent the problems in the epistemic model but which also attempts 

to come to grips with intentionality by introducing a new vocab

ulary, deserves some attention~ 
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CHAPTEf~ II 

THE SEUF-ASCRIPTIVE MODEL 

The failure of those working with what has been called the 

epistemic model in producing a satisfactiory analysis of self··de-

caption has impelled at least one writer to abandon that approach 

altogethere In the most extensive and impressive treatment of the 

topic to dat~, Herbert Fingarette introduces a new model which, he 

maintains, offers a more comprehensive means of coming to grips 

with the essential paradox in self-deception and closely related 

psychological and moral issues imbedded in' talk of the 881f-

d • 1 eCelVer., 

Fingarette argues that the reason for the failure of the 

various analyses based on the epist8mic model is that the model 

itself is a cul-de-saee Paradoxes arise because the automatic 

comparison of self-deception to interpersonal deception and the 

usual description of the self-deceiver as perceiving mistakenly 

suggest that the basic element is belief e But there seem~ to be no 

way of reconciling the attribution of conflicting beliefs to the 

self-deceiver with the essential intentional nature of self-decep-

tion c Conseq0ently, those attempts to make self-deception intel-

ligible which employ knowledge and belief have~ in one way or 

another, avoided the intentional aspect, and in its place have 

concentrated on the less crucial problem of attributing contrary 

beliefs o And, he sayss any analysis which ignores the intention-
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alitv of self-deception must obviously miss a large part of the 

activity of self-deceptionc 

His method of attack is to Challenge the epistemic model's. 

implicit~ uncriticized assumption that self-deception consists 

primarily in a person1s beliefCs)o His approach is to set aside, 

by demoting in importance, the role of knowledge and belief while 

attempting a non-paradoxical account ofthe.intentional feature 

implied.in describing the self-deceiver as one who brings it about 

that he believes wh~t he knows to be false. 

As the starting point, Fingar~tte proposes a dramatic shift 

of emphasis in our characterization of consciousness o However, this 

shift does not mean the elimination of tne 'cognition-perception' 
-

family of terms p for which there is a natural t8nde~cv to say the 

self-deceiver is "one who doesn't .E.!¥rceive his own fakery, who can't 

~ throu9.,b. the smokescreen he himself puts up, L-who_7 sincerely 

believes the stories he tells while I deep inside him I he know,S 

it is not trues L-who_7 makes it ~ar to himself that something is 

so, I-or who_7 is unaware of his own.deceptiono,,2 Rather it is his 

aim to divorce "conscious" and its variant forms frdm this family 

and to show I1by reinterpretation that they would be better treated 

• • 
3 

~ as members of the 'volition-action' familyo" The reinteI'-

pretation offers a radical alternative to the traditional way of 

referring to consciousness as passiveo If the prominent passive 

imagery is superseded by an active one, the resulting conception of 

consciousness when applied to the analysis of self-deception serves 

to make coherent its puzzling nature o 
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The easy substitution of Hsee" for "know" , "be aware of" and 

"be conscious of" has l~d us to conceive consciousness as "the 

essentially passive registration and reflection to the 'mind' of 

what the world presents to our eyeso n4 Against this view, Fingarette 

proposes a mare fertile conception af consciousness as something we 

do rather than something that happens to us: 

The model I propose is ane in which we are doers, 

active rather than passive~ Ta be specific~ the model 

I suggest is that af a skill ~ 0 0 The specific skill 

I particularly have in mind as a model for becoming 

explicitly conscious of something is the skill of 

saying what we are doing or experiencingo I propose·~ 

then~ that we do not characterize consciousness as a 

kind of mental mirrors but as the exercise of the 

(learned) skill of 'spelling-out' some feature of the 

world as we are engaged in itc 5 

The key element in self-deception which replaces belief becomes, 

then, 'spelling-out' or 'becoming explicitly conscious of' one's 

engagement in the worldo An individual's engagement in the world 

refers to 

what someone does or what he undergoes as a human 

subject; it is how an individual finds and/or takes 

the world~ including himself. It is a matter of the 

activities he engages in, the projects he takes on, 

the way the world presents itself to him to be seen, 

heard~ felt~ enjoyed~ feared, Dr otherwise 'experienced' 

by himQ It is logically necessary that it should be 

typical of our description of an individual's engage

ment in the world that the description be cast in 

terms of such categories as aims, reasons, motives, 



attitudee, and feelings, of understanding and Iper

ception' of the world andhimselfo 6 

Thus~ Fingarette contends, the things about which a person can be 

self-deceived expand, to include aims, reasons, motives, etc~ as 

well a8 beliefs o But aims t reasons p motives, etc o all involve 

beliefs e And$ presumably, self-deception concerning anyone of 

these also involves just those beliefs& So if his claim is righti 

another argument is required to establish ito 
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Part of what it means to be in self-deception is that the 

self-deceiver fails to spell-out a part of ~is engagement o 5peliing-

out is the "exercise of a specific skill for a special reason e 

Exercise of the skill requires sizing up the situation in order to 

assess whether there is adequate raason for spelling-out the engage-

ment o And the corollary of this is that in exercising the skill we 

are also assessing the situation to see whether there is reason not 

7 to spell-out the engagemento" There will be instances i then, when 

there is an overriding reason not to spell-out oneis engagement e 

So the definition of self-deception is: 

In general, the person in self-deception is a person 

of whom it is a patent characteristic that even when 

normally appropriate he pe~sisten~ avoids spelling-
8 out some feature of his engagement in the world. 

But spelling-out is itself a way of being engaged in the world; we 

can spell-out or refrain from spelling-out the fact that we are 

spelling-out or not spelling-auto So, for the'avoidance of the 

first-order spelling-out to be successful, the second-order spelling-' 

out must also be avoided, since spelling-out that one is not 

"]--W 
.... , UUJ 
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spelling-out requires that the engagement is spelled-auto Hence 

the self-deceiver's not spelling-out "is the adherence to a pDlicy 

9 (tacitly) adopted .. !! And lithe adoption of the pD1ic'y' of not spelling-

out an, engagement is '8 I self-covering , policy.1l 10 The policy is 

such that the self-deceiver daBS not even spell-out the engagement 

to himself; "when the issue is raised, he does not, cannDts express 

the matter explicitly at aIle He is in this respect in no better 

positiDn than anyone elseo He tells us nothing but what he tells 

himself .. n11 

Having adumbrated the basic workings of self-deceptiDn? the 

next step is to explain why someone would avoid spelling-out an· 

engagement when it is appropriate to do sao We have~ up tD this 

point, the external signs of self-deception; what we need now is arr 

understanding of the self-deceiver's refusal to spell-out an engag8-

merit" 

ThroughDut life, each individual identifies himself as a 

person in particular engagementsQ This spelling-out Df an engag8-

ment constitutes one's personal identityc When an individual 

perfDrms such a spelling-out, he is spoken Df as having avowed the 

engagement as hisG Since avowal is the defining Df one's personal 

identity, there is a peculiar power associated with it: 

in speaking of aVDwal and acknDwledgement we are 

concerned with an acceptance bV the person which is 

consti tuti ve, ulhich is E.§. j~ in its force, which 

establishes something ~ his for him., 12 

And the ability to avow is what promotes the emergence of the person 
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from the individual; it isa necessary condition of being a person:, 

If there were no such things as a person's ~cknowl

~_d'ain.fl. some identi, ty as his and certain engagements' 

as his~ and disavowing other identities and engage

ments, there would be neither persons nor personal 
identitYQ13 

As onB matures v as the person emerges from the individual IIthere is 

a tendency for increasing correlation between what is ayowed by the 

person and the actual engagements of the individualo u14 It'is here-

that self-deception becomes possibleo When tension arises betw8en 

the engagement someone is in and the identity he avows~ there is the 

p6tential for self-deceptionG We have, than, an answer to the 

questions why the self-deceiver adopts a policy of not spelling-

out an engagement: 

an individual will be provoked into a kind of engage

ment which? in part or in wholes the person cannot 

~ as his en~lagementp for to avow it would apparently 

lead to such intensely disruptive, distressing con

sequences as to be unmanageably destructive to the 

person o The crux of the matter here is the u~8F~ept

ab,i}! tY, of the engagement to the person" Tile indi~ 

vidual may be powerfully inclined towards a particular 

engag8m8~~, yet this particular engagement may be 

utterly incompatible with that currently achieved 

synthesis of engagements which is the person e
15 

Having freed ourselves from the epistemological paradox f we are 

also free from the moral p8radox~ It is no longer a consequence 

of imputing self-deception that the self-deceiver is accused of 

lying to himself, he is not both guilty deceiver and innocent 

- ---~-- -- - . . ----.. - . -....... _ .. ..... . ,._-------_. 
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deceived. He is a victimp in much the same way a neurotic is the 

victim of his neurosis c 

Fingarette discusses at length Sartre, Kierkegaard and 

Freud on the topics of self-deception p consciousness,' personal 

identity and psychoanalytic theory., In each he SBas a corroboration 

of his awn position, which in tur~ he ,claims, e1ucidates what tends 

to be unclear in them. However interesting 'the relationship is 

among them t his discussion of that relationship is~ ,I believe, 

tangential to his main proposals. So I shall restrict the scope 

of my attention to the analysis as so far presented~ 

We now should have an outline of the model Fingarette pro-_ 

poses together with some related points concerning consciousness 

and avowal, iee., avowed personal identity. Further details will 

be brought out as the adequacy of the model is examined o 

The self~ascriptive model is undoubtedly an original 

approach to the problem of self-deception~ But whether it succeeds 

at what it sets out to describe I am less certain ofe Some obscur-

ity surrounds the crucial notion of spelling-outp because, I think, 

Fingarette is not too careful in his explication of ito Never-

theless, I shall attempt to make it less troubling by ignoring some 

seemingly inconsistent remarks which serve to make it a more obscure 

notion than it need be Q However, euen if it can be made pellucid, 

the model does 'not preserve the element of intentionalitY1 nor does 

the analysis seem to be one which we would be prepared to call 

unreservedly an analysis of ~elf-d8ceptiono 

-~.r 
m.1 



To begin with, Fingarette claims to offer a radically new 

model of consciousness against the traditional 'passive-visual' 

modelo This new 'active-skill' model, he saysv will prove mare 

fertile for philosophical analysis of mental phenomenao But apart 

from self-deception, one is left guessing what other benefits it 

might have, if anyo 
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Fingarette is not incorrect in savi~g there is an 'active' 

element in consciousness, that conscious beings a~e'not slmpi y 

bombarded with sensory stimuli; because they have same cont~ol over 

what they percieve in selecting and attending to feat~res of their 

environment o But whether this proposed model will satisfactorily 

characterize our notion of consciousness is another mattero 

One difficulty with Fingarettels version which might prevent 

it from doing so is manifested in the confUSing term "explicit 

consciousness"~ As described by Fingarette f the notion of explicit 

consciousness is somewhat muddled o Initially it looks as if it is 

a specific term focusing on one aspect of consciousness, but other 

remarks lead one to believe that Fingarette intends this special 

term to be not only directly applicable to the analysis of self

deception$ but that it also coincide with the ordinary meaning of 

the word "conscious"e And in attempting to make "explicit 

consciousness" both have a specific function and not deviate from 

the ordinary uses of "conscious". Fingarett8.fails to accomplish 

eithero 

We are told first of all that becoming explicitly conscious 

of something is the exerCising of thele~rned skill·of sayin~'~ 



what we are doing or experiencing~ The kind of skill referred to 

is akin to a linguistic skill~ As a description of what one is 

actually doing when becoming explicitly conscious, Fingarette 

intoduces the term "spelling-out", which is~ he says, to be used 

synonymously with "becoming explicitly conscious of": "for an 
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individual to become explicitly conscious of something is for him 

to spell-out an engagement of his~"16 "Spelling-o~t" suggests that 

explicit consciousness bears a close relationship to linguistic 

activity~ But (and this is where understanding of explicit coo-

sciousness begins to break down) although "the phrase 'spelling-out' 

may refer e .... to the·actual and elaborate saying out laud i or 

writing down~ of that which one is becoming conscious of ~ e cone 

often spells-out something, without any evident utt8rBnce~ even to 

oneself, or with only allusive or cryptic on8so 1117 Spelling=outi 

then, is a linguistic activity yet it need not beQ I may spell

out an engagement by saying it out loud (to someone else), saying 

it unvoiced to myself, fully or partially formulated, ££. by doing 

something else that is never specifiedG But how is it possible 

to attribute an engagement to oneself unless one does something 

resembling in one form or another a linguistic expression? An 

answer to that question is required in order to make "spelling-out" 

a workable notion c Moreover, unless Fingarette supplies a way of 

determining how spelling-out is possible without any form of 

linguistic expression obtaining, there appears to be no discernible 

di fference between not spelling-out and spelling-out "without any 

evident utterance even to onesel fJ.l <> Indeed ~ what could COLmt as 



a criterion? Behaviour~ perhapso But if behaviour alone is suf-

ficient tD es.tab.11?ih spellingl-out, it is not too clear why the 

term was introduced in the first placeo 

Fingarette is deliberately vague about what the notion 

amounts too Although "the phrase 'spelling-out' is intended to 

suggest an activity which has a close relation and analogy to 

linguistic activity " .. .. What the exact connection is between 

spelling-out and perfectly straightforward examples o"f linguistic 

activity, I do not knowe"18 But that confession will hardly do to 

persuade one that the difficulties involved with spelling-out can 

be met.. SOj I 8\lall attempt a· reading of "spel15.ng-out ll which is 

consistent with some of Fingarette's remarks and p I think, with the 

specific use for which. the term is intended, namely, in an analysis 

of self-deceptione 

It would seem to be a mere coherent and useful reading of 

"becoming explicitly conscious of" and "spelling-out", in keeping 

with their intended application to self-deception¥ if linguistic 

expression, voiced or unvoicI3d 9 is regarded as both a necessary 

§nd sufficient condition0 A~ter all, if spelling-out is a 

!earned Skill, it seems to be quite naturally tied to the ability 

to formulate linguistic expressions Q 

If spelling-out is not restricted solely to linguistic 

expression there is the following difficulty to overcome c In a 

discussion of a distinction between 'strong' (= to be actually 

engaged in spelling-out) and 'weak' (= to be readily able to spell-

out) senses of "conscious"~ Fingarette says both that "To spell-

" . 



out 0 9 9 is to be explicitly aware of; it is to pay conscious 

attention to"19 and that to be conscious in the 'strong' sense is 
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"essentially eGO the exercise of our skill in making expliciti in 

linguistic or closely related form~n20 But, for example, children 

and some adults who lack linlduistic competence pay conscious 

attention to many things which they are totally unable to describe o 

If this is right, then we must drop either the equating of spelling-

out with paying conscious attention to or that linguistic 8xpres-

sion is a necessary condition of spelling-oute If the latt8r~ 

then the usefulness of the term seems to have been lost, for it 

appears that the only method of determining whether someone is 

spelling-out would be to determine first whether he is paying 

conscious attention to something. If the former, then spelling-

out fails to adequately account for a large and significant part 

of what it is to be conscious (of oneself)e 

The reasons I think, for Fingarette's e~uating spelling-

out with paVing conscious attention tO i which ~onflicts with the 

relation between spelling-out and linguistic expression~ is his 

yielding to the temptation of trying to make his 'active' model of 

consciousness cover mora ground than it is capable of handling. 

But rather than reject Fingarette's proposal at the start, I shall 

glean what I b~liev8 to be essential to spelling-out in its appli

cation to the problem of self-deceptiono Contrary to Fingarette's 

objective, I do not believe his model of self-deception depends 

upon the 'active' model of consciousness e The latter seems to be 

unnecessary excess baggage o 
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Normallys there are reasons for spelling-out 8S there ara 

reas-ons for speaking.. "Skill in speech calls for assessing just 

when to speak, when not to Sp88kf how to speak, what to sayo Skill 

in spelling-out requires analogous assessmentso n21 We know there 

are occasions when to refrain from speaking is preferrable to say-

ing anything at al10 Similarly, sometimes it may be beneficial to 

one's own well-being or peace of mind not to spell-out a feature 

of one's engagemento When one persistently avoids spelling-out 

some feature of his engagement 9 especially when it is appropriate 

to do so, he is, according to FlngaTette, in self~deceptione 

rJow I think we can understand what sort of phenomenon 

Fingarette has his finger on without appealing to the 'active' 

model of consciousn8ss~ He says in the paragraph where the defin-

ition of self-deception occurs that "The self-deceiver is 'unable' 

to admit the truth to himself. u22 And in a subsequent chapter he 

describes the self-deceiver further as I'one who is in some way 

eng~ged in the world but who disavows the engagement, who will not 

acknowledge it even to himself as his. n23 The operative words 

here are "admit" and "acknowledge", nat "conscious" and "conscious-

ness!! .. 

It is not uncommon in Qur everyday mental activity to force 

an unpleasant thought from our attention o If some unpleasant 

thought about our past, present or future frequently comes to mind, 

it is normal to devise a method of getting rid of ito While such 

activity is not itself self-deceptions it can easily develop into 

self-deception Q When the person is so successful in repressing the 
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offending thought that he avoids it ;Bltogether s when it is no 

longer in his immediate repertoire of thoughts, and when it is 

important that he does ackno~Jledg8 Dr admit its then he iss accord= 

in9 to Fingarette, self-deceived. 

How spelling-out enters the picture is this: If thoughts 

relevant to self-deception are assumed to be intimately connected 

with language, then any thought of this kin6'th~t enters on~'s 

mind will take the form of a voiced or unvoiced linguistic expres-

sion o So, to think about one1s engagement in the world is to 

describe it in words, iOe¢f to spell-out the engagemento The pol-

icy the self-deceiver adopts of not spelling-out an engagement 

refers to the method of avoiding the unpleasant thought; means are 

devised by which the thought never or very seldom has the oppor-

tunity to occure This account is admittedly vague and not very 

helpful in fully explaining what sort of activity repression an 

unpleasant thought is o But the phenomenon is so complex and 

demanding of a discussion reaching beyond the scope of the issue 

at hand that it will not be dealt with at greater length her8 e 

Nevertheless, sj.nce it seems to be familiar enough, there should 

be no great difficulty in understanding what kind of thing is 

being talked aboute
24 

I have two main objections to Fingaretteis analysis, or at 

least my interpretation of it: (1) apart from cartain unclarities 

in ·the account itself, there is no good reason to conclude that 

repressing an unpleasant thought is, as Fingarette argues s inten-

tional, and (2) that there is good reason for ruling it out as an 
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analysis of self-deception per SGG 

Fingarette claims to have preserved the paradox in self

deception through a quite different way of describing ito He says 

that \I If our subject .E..ersuadJ~ himself to believe contrary to the 

evidence in order to evaq.E:! 5 ::lOmehow s an unpleasant truth ., • .. 
. 25 

then and only then is h~ clearly a self-deceiver," "the deep 

paradox of self-deception lies .. ., .. in the element of 

intentional ignorance,fl 26 lithe essence L-is_7 that the self

deceiver purposefully b~ings it abo~tthat he is self-d8ceived~1I27 

Notice the shift from expressing the par~doxical element as inten-

tional to purposeful. This shift, I think, indicates the failure 

of Fingarette's model to come to grips with the supposed inten-

tiohal aspect of self-deceptiono For although the two concepts 

overlap, not all purposive behaviour is intentional", However, 

that distinction will need some fleshing auto 

Intelligent. behaviours although not always intentional, is 

subject to teleological descriptiono For instance, I wish to make 

a habit of a routine set of mo~ements so that I can perform it 

'without thinking' to allow concentrating my attention on same-

thing else:", In this case, the habi t"'is acquired as a result of 

my decision o On the other hand, I may unconsciously acquire a 

habit simply by having performed the same set of movements any 

number of times until it becomes 'second nature'~ Normally, habits 

are formed to free ourselves from attending to·commonplace, oft-

repeated actions e There is a point to the action which becomes 

habitual s because it is usually one which is routinely necessaryo 



And there is a point to acquirlng the habit because the 

~utomatically performeD action saves time bV freeing our attention 

for other matters~ Habits, then, even those acquired unwittingly, 

are amenable to teleological description, and thus are purposive 

bits of behaviourc 
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Now an example illustrating that not all purposive behaviour 

is intentional is the following~ It happens occasionally that a 

set of movements is performed through force 6f habit when the 

object of the habit is neither appropriate nor desirede I resolve 

to smoke no more cigarettes until the next dayo In a short while 

I become immersed in thought about, saYt an Opcoming euentQ Moments 

later, much to my chagrin9 l discover myself smoking a cigarette 

which I have just lit unawares o The action was therefore uninten

tionalQ But sincs the action is an instance of a habit which is 

itself purposive, I was engaged in a purposive activit yo So~ even 

if Fingarette is successful in showing that his analysis of self

deception implies purposiveness I' additional argument is needed to 

show that it also implies intentionalityo 

To return to self-deception~ The self-deceiver avoids 

spelling-out some feature of his engagement in the worldo The avoid

ance amounts to a ~acitly adopted policyo That· isp the self-deceiver, 

in assessing the situation w finds an overriding reason not to spsll

out a particular feature of his engagement1 and this commits him to 

the policy of not spelling-auto In general, the reason for not 

spelling-out stems from the self-deceiuer's lack of "courage and a 

way bf seeing how to approach his dilemma without probable disaster 



to himself~"28 But the self-deceiver takes cognizance of neither 

the assessment nor the policy: ~For to spell-out ~he assessment 

and the policy adopted would, of course, require spelling-out the 
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engagement at issue, the very engagement the self-deceiver has 

committed himself ~ to spell~out<>Ji29 The policy adopted, then J is 

'self-covering'; it is not made Bxplicite And thus the activity 

leading to self-deception is not one of ~hich the self-deceiver is 

aware, for if he mere aware of the policy about to be adopted it 

would "require spelling-out the engagement at issus, ~tc¢" But if 

this is so, th~n the self-deceiver eQuId not be correctly described 

as deciding or intending to put himself into a state where he is 

unable to recognize something about himselfe A condition of inten-

ding or deciding is that the person so engaged is aware of the 

intention or decision; or if unconscious intention or decision is 

possible w then the person could, in principle p be aware of ito But 

the policy the self-deceiver adopts precludes just such an awareness 0 

So the state of being self-deceived is something that happens to the 

self-deceiver, not something he intends to or sets out to be in$ 

This conclusion contradicts Fingarette's pronouncement that the 

self-deceiver has intentionally adopted the policy~ but he offers 

little or no argument to establish that. Indeed from the way he 

describes self-.deceptionJ quite the opposite is impliedo 30 

There is a further difficulty with the self-covering nature 

of the policyo Presumably, the policy steers the self.deceiver 

away from and. around situations in which he would be forced to spell

out the displeasing engagBm8nt~ The policy requires that the self-
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deceiver be unaware of a feature of his engagement; but if that is 

so~ then he must also be unaware of (the nature of) the situations 

which would force him to spell· it o~t, for to recognize the nature 

of the situation would be to spell-out the engagemento Now if he 

does not recognize the situations to be avoided, how does he 

manage to avoid them? Perhaps the recognition is subliminalo But 

how this might occur remains a mysteryQ 

There is more that is curious. It seems that Fingaretts's 

model is meant (in part) to explain how the self-deceiver constructs 

a 'protective shield' against what"might bring the unwelcome thought 

to his att8ntion~ But consider thiso To test any candidate s81f
I 

deceiver, we spell-out the offen8in9 engagement to him~ If he 
I 
I 

understands the import of our remarks ( and there is no reason to 

tllink he will not), then he mustl attend to what we have said" But 

if ~e does that~ then he has violated the alleged policy.. If it is 

a policy, it must be a very weak one indeedo 

Although having failed to accomplish one of his aims, 

Fingarette has not by virtue of this failid to accompli~h the aim of 

isolating a phenomenon which is clearly and uniquely self-deceptiono 

The accomplishment of this aim requires the absence of more suitable 

descriptions.. But he obligingly supplies some apt alternatives: 

the self-deceiver appears before us as the neurctic~ 

as the victim of the compulsive force of the un con

scious s as a sufferer from mental illn8ss~31 
co c .. 

the inability to sp81l~out, because of its importance 



for sophisticated planning and assessment of complex 

engagements, leads to a profound further loss of 
3'::1 

self-control., ~ . 

., '" '" 
the Lself-deCEdvel"_7 is to be pi tied for the mental 

'breakdown'. There emerges the 'medical! view of 

self-deception as helplessness due to 'mental path
ology' '" 33 

This interpretation of self-deception as a sickness forces us to 

view the self-deceiver non=jLldgmentallVe We neither praise not 

blame him~ for he is someone to be pi tied.. Fingarette does not 

intend these descriptions to be figurativ8~ because he encourages 
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US to look at the self-deceiver as one in need of psychcthsrapyc In 

fact, seeing self-dec8p~ion as the problem of self-acceptance, he 

considers, it seems, all forms of neuroses as analyzed in Fre8dian 

terminology to be cases of or border on self-deceptionc He acknowl-

edges strong parallels between his account of self-deception and . 

"character disorders, psychoses, and other kinds of pathology rooted 

. . d d f· i . .. 3L} 1n severe ego an superego 8 10 enCles", Thws i the self-deceiver 

as patient must be carefully liberated from his deception to the 

point where he accepts the personal identity he has, while avoidipg 

the trauma associated with that emergence o 

If the self-deceiver is indeed a neurotic or psychotic, it 

appears th~t Fingarette's original way of describing self-deception 

as an 'inability' to admit the truth to oneself35 moues from the 

figurative to the literal~ The person in self-deception would be 

not simply 'unable' to_admit the truth, he would actually be 

~nabl~ due to rather serious psychological disorders& But this 
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violates the distinction made between the person who fails to see f 

is blind to the obvious s who can correct his mistake but for some 

reason does not, and the ·person whose incorrect judgments and 

delusion stem from meDtal imbalanceeSurely, the person 'afflicted' 

by self-deception does not require therapeutic tre8tmento· He does 

not suffer from a mental disorder; his judgments are systematically 

normal except that he does not recognize what we recognize and 

what he is capable of rscognizingo The self-deceiver qua s81f

deceiver is capable of recognizing his error; the psychotic qua. 

psychotic is incapable of recognizing his o This rather clear 

distinction between self-deception and mental disorde~s is point

lessly blurred if self-deception is considered a sickness and 

amenable to psychoanalytic interpretation. 

Of cou~se, accepting the self~a8criptiv8 model does not 

commit one to Fingarette's view of the self-deceiver as one suffer

ing from serious psychologic~ll disordersc But even on the.baldly 

stated version of Fingarette's analysi~~ it does not appear to 

locate straightforward cases of self-deception. 

In wishful thinking, plaasant thoughts are summoned up and 

dwelt upon& The kind of phenomenon Fingarette's analysis covers isp 

I think,complemsntary to this activit Yo Often they go hand-in

hando Those uncomfortable facts about ourselves or inevitable 

distasteful exp·eriences, when excluded from our attention make. 

way for pleasant and comfortable ones& While this relation between 

repressing an unpleBsant thought and wishful thinking is not itself 

a conclLlsiv8 reason for denying 'the former status as a central C888 



of self-deceptions it does SUgg8st that Fingarette has not found 

a dlst~nct kind of mental phenomenon renderinq self-deception a 

uni~Ge mental state 0 But 9 of course, more support"is needed for 

this claim -- and that brings the discussion to the positive 

acoount to be pr~s8nted in the followin~ chaptero 
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CHAPTER III 

THE EPISTEMIC ~ODE~ REVISED 

We have not progressed much further than the original assump

tion that self-deception consists, in partp of a mistaken belief 

and a capacity to recognize that mistakso Additional features 

proposed in various forms havE~, for one reason or another, failed 

to satisfactorily c~ptur8 the essence of self=deceptione Prominent 

among them are: (8) that the activity of self-deception is int8n~ 

tional~ and (b) that the self-deceiver holds conflicting beliefs o 

Taking both (a) and (b) to be characteristic of self-deception is B 

result of seeing self-deception as analogous to interpersonal 

.. deceptiono It is thought that if self-deception is a deception then 

the analysis of interpersonal deception will shed light on intra

personal dec8ption~ But this does not appear to be the caS8$ 

Any analysiS of self~dec8ption incorporating (8) will inevi

tably f8il& No state of affairs could fulfill the condition that 

the self-deceiver intends to belieue erroneously, not because of 

any special difficulty in determining the existence of intentions 

and beliefs 1 but because the proposition itself involves irreparable 

muddles concerning the nature of belief~ It could be sameone's 

wish that p were trues but i~ could not logically be his intention 

to believe that p is true while recognizing that p is false o Since 

beliefs are r~presentations of reality, we can no more have beliefs 

which we take to be incorrect representations than want or intend 

54 
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to have such beliefs o So if this fe s tur8 p 8S so ma would mainta in, 

were of th8 essenc e of self- deception, it would not and c ould not 

8xi B t~ Inde Bd s thuse anal ys8s y notabl y Demos ' and Fingaratte ' s , 

that attempt to resolve the inc oh e rencv, have, necessaril y pe r haps, 

pairJ attention to problems slightly off the iSSU 8 0 D8mo s seems to 

10 B8 sight of (a) and instea d concentrates on (b) . FingarattB9 in 

trying to 'translate ' (a) into a more coherent alte r na tivB to the 

for mulation found---in the epist8i1lic model, se8ms to think that in 

es tabli s hing pu rposive ness he also establis l1 8S intentionalityo He 

s ucc8eds only in tllr~ fo rmsI' y but then all or most inte lligent 

behaviour can be described t eleo l ogica11vo 

The prob l em with (b) i s som ewhat differen t. While simul

tan rwus ly asc l':i.bing ttuO inc~ orflp8 t;ibJ.e beli8fs to 8011180n8 is o dcl~ if 

not paradoxical, it is net ths type of oddity found in ( a ) e There 

is B prima f acie oddity assoc i a t e d with someone holdi ng inconsistent 

b81i ofB ~ but it seems to be an oddity arisi ng fr om th e f act that 

logical cons i stenc y i s a condition of rationa lity, and no t that the 

hold ing of two incom~atib18 beliefs is logically impossl ble Q Con

s equently. the pa radox or oddity in (b), unlike that in ( a ), is 

r eso l vable, providing an explan a tion of how th e per s on c ame to hold 

incompatible beli efs is availabls o 

AlthfJugh (b) i s e as ily aSBimilat.ed as a fe atul' (-1 s its 3.nclu~ 

sion, I believe , undermines what the an alysis i s intend ed to descri be". 

On ce the sB lf- dacsive r i s said to hold in co ns istent beliefs , there 

is a difficulty in k88ping s elf-decept ion dist inc t from o t her r e

l ated mentul ph e no m8na ~ It no lon ger appea rs to be self - ct8c8ptioll 
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that is under investigation but something verging on, and more aptly 

described as. holding inconsistent beliefs, engaging in wishful 

thinking~ etc" 

(b) issues from the assumption that self-deception is a 

conflict statSQ It is typical of the analyses sa far discussed, 

namelYt those be Demos, Siegler, P8n8~hum and Fingarette 9 that the 

self-deceiver is pictured as fraught with mental conflict. Or if 

it is not a conflict he feels~ it is one we feel in accounting for 

his beliefs o But since the mental duplicity feature does not lead 

to straightforward cases of self-deception, perhaps it too, along 

with (a), should be eliminatedo 

Dropping both (a) and (b) as elements af self=deception 

serves to remove self-deception that much more from interpersonal 

deceptiona And? as we have seen, the aspect of self-deception which 

distinguishes it from other closely related phenomena~ is the s81f

deceiver's blindness to the truth or, as I shall interpret that 

metaphor, his resilience to recalcitrant evidenceo Now the. analysis 

suggested by Canfield and Gustafson's contention that self-deception 

is essentially belief in the face of strong evidence to the contrary 

avoids the pitfalls of both (a) and (b)t and provides the basis 

upon ~Jhich an explanation of the self-deceiver's resilience to 

recalcitrant evidence can be constructedo Beginning with and 

developing ":' ::,: that suggestion will s I believe, produce the central 

elements of (via central cases of) self-daceptione 

It is the job of conceptual analysis to isolate those 

elements illustrating a central caSB G But in analyzing self-decep= 

,.,r 1M, Ii 
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tion there is a special difficul~y brought about by its loose 

application to diverse but closely related mental ph8nomenao Thus, 

it is incumbent upon any propos8d analysiS to not only present the 

central elements but also to explain by virtue of that analysis why 

so many different mental phenomena are readily, but not altogether 

accurately, labelled instances of self-deceptione 

Another significant reason for the analyses so far discussed 

of not having adequately explicated the concept is their almost 

total neglect of actual cases (or at least failing to treat the ones 

they do on more than a superficial level)o Self-deception is such 

a slippery concept that failing to deal with fully worked out ex

amples will permit theorizing to become detached from the practical 

use for which it is intended and p as we have S88n in the previous 

analyses~ to fall short of the goals Close comparison between the 

analvsis and fairly detailed :examples should hp.J.p prevent a loss of 

touch with the subject mattero 

My strategy will be the reverse of the previous ones; Rather 

than working out a set of elements and then searching for a case 

it fits, I shall present what I take to be two non-paradoxical 

caSBS whose salient features will exemplify the essential elements 

of self-dec8pti?n~ And if the .set of elements elicited by this 

method is correct g then it will show how self-deception bears a 

similarity to other man tal phenomena with which it is often loosely 

equated .. 
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Consider the followingo 

A man is in love with a woman who is also in. Ibv8 with himc 

At this time he not only b~liBves but knows that she loves him~ ·He 

is in possession of a great deal of evidence (much of which is only 

accessible to lovers) attesting to her sincerity and affectionQ So 

powerful and important is the relationship in his eyes that he 

stuctures his entire life around ito Her peronality, wants, desires, 

welfare, etc c dominate his eVE~ry decision for the present and the 

future a This love affects his life so completely that every plan 

made takes his relationship with the woman into accounto It is his 

chief and virtually sale concern G 

Later, how8ver$ she slJddenly and inexplicably falls out of 
love ldt;h him.. Fickle g yet nDt insensitive to his f:eelings~ she 

postpones telling the truth in order to spare him from what would 

most likely be a severa psychological blow 0 Unwilling to upset him, 

she tries as subtly as possible to Cbnvey her change of heart and 

_ break away., She uncharacteristically _.cancels a date ~ complaining of 

a headache o She claims to have forgotten his birthdayo She becomes 

generally less affectionat8~ She accepts clandestine dates with 

other men~ hoping he will someham hear of them~ 

Meanwhile he is not oblivious of heranomalous behaviouro 

Though admittedly strange, it can be explained away~ After all, 

people do have headaches occasionallyp and they are prone to forget 

some otherwise well remembered events c It happens that sometimes 

one meets a member of the opposite sex in a public place. Why 

should she be any different? As for her seeming coldness, sometimes 
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the person of whom we are most fond is the person we least want to 

sae Q Just possibly she is in a state of malaisBQ Nothing to worry 

oneself about; she will be back to her old self in a few daysc 

Stage 1 At this point the man is fully self-deceived o He 

is in self=deception not because he sees where the evidence points 

and rejects it, but because the possibility of her having fallen out 

of love with him never enters his min~o While someone judging 

normally would treat the evidence as an ominous sign, he does not 

even begin to question her const8ncv~ A friend, of both perhaps, 

who is in 8 good position to witness her behaviour towards the man 

notices 8 distinct change in her affection for him and is perplexed 

by the man's apparent unawareness; he says to himself, 'I can S8e it~ 

why can't he?Oe It can be said that although her behaviour does not 

entail a loss of affection, it means that there can be no question 

that Sh8 has fallen out of love with himo aut it simply never 

occurs to the man that she might wish to sever their relationship~ 

In facts that. possibility is so·remote and unthinkable that he 

dismisses her uncharacteristic behaviour blithelYi almost offh~nd

edly& Her behaviour means nothing mare than what it is~ ioe Oi as 

he interprets ite And since he has overwhelming evidence confirm~ 

1ng her love,. there is no room for the countervailing hypothesis 

to establish itself. 

Stage g He is untroubled until much stronger evidence comes 

to his attentiono When he hears that she was seen not once but 

several times at a local entertainment spot accompanied by another 

mans he becomes plagued by a distressing thoughtc Maybe, though 
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unlikely, she laves him no langero While he still tries to muster 

convincing explanations, they begin to lose their once unassailable 

adequacYe It becomes more and more difficult to devise pl~usible 

explanations as further evl.dence c~mes to the fore o Doubt begins 

to creep ine He tries to maintain his unbending faith in her 

fidelity~ but his projected reasons for her behaviour becomes less 

and l~ss persuasiv8~ He tells himself (and possibly others) that 

she is still in love with him~ and may publicly shun ail thought of 

her having fallen out of love as pure nonsense Q Yet whatever he 

does, he cannot avoid that frightening prospect0 The mental torment 

and uncertainty continues until she breaks her silence and announces 

that their relationship has ended p o~ until he comes across con

clusive evidence for her loss of lov8~ Then~ and only then~ he 

chastises himself for having been such a fool in not having recog

nized it earlier, i.80, in stage 10 

But self-deception need not always involve direct reference 

to personal relationstlips or the self-deceiver's character~ An 

indication of this is the following casee A physicist holds a 

scientific statement P to be true because it accounts for a great 

deal of data which otherwise could not be easily handled, and there 

is no reason to think it is not correcte Operating on thi~ 

assumption, he formulates new, comprehensive theories embodying P 

and inaugurates major research projects to investigate their impli

cations 0 Nevertheless, it is discovered later that certain con

sequences entailed bV P fail to obtain, and that P will have to 

be rejected and replaced by the more complex statement Go 
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Stage 1 While his colleagues are excited by the recent 

findings challenging p~ they are §mazed that a fellow physicist 

could ~emain unperturbed. He suspects that the experiments showing 

negative results were somehow badlV conceived and 8~ecuted9 ~nd so 

he continues his research unruffled. The counterevi~8nce is by no 

means concluSive, but the physicist does not even begin to appre

ciate that P is endangered G 

?_t,~9.8.~ But as "more and more experiments are performed and 

more decisive evidence falsifying some statements following from P 

is accumulated, as it becomes less and less reasonable to hold on 

to Pi the physicist belatedly begins to have slight doubts about P 

and so begins to emerge from self-deceptionQ 

This example differs from the previous one primarily in that 

the belief in question does not bear on one's personal life directly, 

and the belief is not at one time true but false all 810ng o 

In Stage 1, both men are in self-deception; in Stage 2, they 

'are not strictly in self-deception but are, in fact, emerging from 

ito There is no hard and fast distinction between the Stages; they 

merge gradually into one another o But as the person moves from 

Stage 1 into Stage 2, descriptions other than self-deception become 

more appropriateo Thus Stage 1 ~ill give the elements of se1f

deception, while Stage 2 will provide the links be'tween self-decep

tion and other related mental phenomena alr2ady mentionedo 

As gleaned from the preceding examples s the elements of 

self-deception are: 
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(~) 5 knows p or is justified in believing Pi that is, 

eithsI'p 

(-a) p is true, and~ 

(b) S is in possession of sufficient evidence 

for p p IDrs 

(e) 5 has good reason for holding p, and there 1s 

no good reason for denying P1 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

s has something at stake in 13; the belief is an 

important ons l , 

At a later time, p turns out or is shown to be 

fals8 9 

5 is presented ltd th recalcitrant evidence which 

interprets in accord with his mistaken belief; 

the possibility of error in the form of an 

alternative hypothesis is not considered? 

he 

(5) 5 is capable of realizing and would realize his 

error, or at l~Bst suspect that something is amiss y 

if he were in a different epistemic frame of mind .. 

But why does the self-deceiver not judge the way he should; 

whatpravents him from s8eing his error? We need a filling out of 

condition (5)~ which. as we shall sea f will require an elaboration 

of condition (2) as well .. 

There are two candidate explanations for SIS imperviousness 

to recalcitrant evidence - but only the second proves satisfactory .. 

1~ When 5 knows that p~ any state of affairs inconsistent 

with P is impossible; or if 5 has a justified belief that p~ then 

nbt-p is highly improbablec Any piece of seemingly conflicting 

~videnca must therefore be in some way misconceivedo For if p is 

true, nothing whatever could show that it is false., So, as a 

possible account of the self-deceiver'S state of mind: there is no 
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point in wasting time with evidence which conflicts with p, since p 

is truee SIS mi8takB~ th8n~ is carrying over this assurance to the 

time when it has no basis~ 

But this explanation does not prove entirely·satisfactorys 

because it makes no distin'ction between someone who holds on to a 

belief irrationally and someone self-dec8ived~ The irrational 

believer» while acknowledging the evidence that undermines his 

balief, refUsBsto draw the appropriate inferenc8 0 He may feel 

threatened and~ possibly, vulnerable, but nothing could success

fully challenge his belief because he cannot be wrong., The self

deceiver f on the other hand, does not feel challenged because he 

fails to appreciate the significanc80f the evidenC8e He is, up to 

a pointp impervious to contrary evidence, inasmuch as he treats it 

with equanimityo It is~ I submit$ the nature of the resistance to 

recalcitrant evidence which differentiates self-deception from 

irrational belief and in which the essence of self-deception is to 

be found" 

26 The element which must be employed in the explanation is 

the importance the belief carries for the self-deceiver" Indeed, 

if the belief in question were a trivial onB~ there would be no. 

discernible difference between obtuseness, irrationality and self

deceptiono But what determines a belief's leval of importance? 

To help distinguish important from unimportant beliefs~ the 

notions of cars, intermediate and peripheral beliefs will be intro

duced o Core beliefs are, roughly, those beliefs upon which a great 

deal hangs, loser upon which manv other beliefs dependG Peripheral 

-,- --".,,..,,.,, I' ---



beliefs ara those beliefs upon which litt~e or nothing at all 

~ependso Inter~8diat8 beliefs, as the name irnplies~ are those 

beliefs upon which more than a little but lees than a great deal 

dependse 1 And as we shall sesjself-deception typically involves 

a firmly entrenched intermediate belief. 

Every belief a person holds will fall into one of these 

three roughly distinct categories of belief o And, so, as level. of 

importance is a matter of degres i we might expect that there be no 

rigid line separating core from intermediate from peripheral 

If one's system of beliefs could be mapped onto a circle~ 

those beliefs having greatest importance would occupy' the central 
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region i those having leBst importance would line the perimetert and 

those with varying degrees of importance filling in the intermediate 

area between the centre and the perimeter o A belief's position on 

that circle (i080, its importance) is determined by the number and 

magnitude of other beliefs dependent upon ite An example which 

Jonathan Bennett uses to illustrate levels of sentence dispen~a-

bility is helpful: 

Accepted sentences of the form (i) 'The temperature 

of such-and-such a star is such-and-suc~l dapend~ for 

those wh6 accept them 9 on sentences of the form (ii) 

'Temperature correlates with light-emission in such-.' . 

Bnd-such ways', and these depend on sentences of the 

form (iii) 'Temperature cDr~818tes with mercury

column readings in such-and-such ways', and these in 

their turn depend on sentences along the lines of 

(iv) 'Temperature has to do with the obtaining of 
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such-and-such sensations o ' Rejection of (ii) jeopard

ises (1) and all that depends on it; rejection of (iii) 

j8D~ardiBe8 (1) and (ii); rejection of (Iv) jeopard

ises all the ather threeo 2 

(iv)~ then$ is a belief acc~pying 8 place very near the centre; (l)p 

on the other hand, occupies a place removed from the centrs Q 

Whereas the rejection of a core belief ramifies onto many of 

onels beliefs s involving majar readjustments and usually nece~

sitating the adoption af an entirely new system of beliefs p
3 rajec-

tion of a peripheral belief involves a revision within a system of 

beliefs which is sharply limited and largely inconsequentialc Far 

example, my belief that A is in the room next door which is based 

an having heard a door slam a moment ago is immediately abandoned 

after having investigated and nat found him thers c Possibly several 

other beliefs held in conjunction with that belief concerning A 

and the room will be rejected at the sams timeo But the revision 

is restricted to a very small range of beliefso 

Gore beliefs include both moral, metaphysical and religious 

beliefs as well as those beliefs involving less general and 18~s 

abstract terms, 'but which are nonetheless as deeply entrenched in 

one's system af beliefB~ Examples af the former arB: 'The con-

sequences af an action are always a relevant consideration when 

assessing an ac~ionls moral worth', 'Every event has a cause' and 

'There is'S God'o Examples of the latter are: 'My name is such-

and-such'~ 'I have never been to the moan' and 'I have lived longer 

than five minutes!. Possibly less obvious core beliefs than the 
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first three. the.18t~Br three are Buggested by Wittgenstein's 
- 4 

discussion of knowledge and cBrtaintlj" While he doss not mal<e .. the 

distinction between core and peripheral beliefs per se» what I have 

to say about the distinction seems to be in line with his treatment 

of those propositions which are and are not subject to doubtQ There 

are propositions amenable to doubt~ he SByS~ because there are 

propositions immune to doubto Those propositions normally immune to 

doubts or which it normally makes no sense to doubt (e"gQJ 'My' 

name is such-end-suchl), provide the bases for all language-gamBs~ 

indeed for all thought. They are immune to doubt because they make 

doubt possible. As groundless assumptions, they provide grounds 

by which all other judgments are made; they determine what grounds 

are, how reasoning is to go on. And without something presumed to be 

certain, there is only insanity~ If it would make sense to doubt 

my nama is LQLQ when I am neither drugged. nor hynotized, nor 

psychotic, etcet then it would make sense to doubt that I know the 

meaning of the words, used to express that doubt, and make sense to 

doubt everyone of my core beliefso But if that were the casa~ it 

would no longa-r be possible to make sense of anythingo Everything 

would collapse; the world would be rendered irrevocably incom= 

prehensibls",5 

At first glanc8~ the Wittgensteinian explication and my 

previous explication of the notion of a core belief mav appear to 

differ on the nature of revision o The Quinean-type model, I 

initially proposed, holds that no belief is immune to revision; 

while Wiitgenstein seems to be saying the oppoSit8~ that the only 
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alternative to'denying somB core beliefs is total absurdity, which 

is no alternative ~t al10 But perhaps they are not inconsistent~ 

Other comments bV Wittgenstein indicate that while it is logically 

possible that I do not know that my name is LeLe, I cannot be wrong 

about this we take it for granted that people know their own 

namas with the greatest certaintVe Although the previous explica-

tion agrees that it'is logically posslbletor any b81i~f to "j '-~ •• 

be rej8cted~ it says next to nothing about the ;'practical aspects 

of rejection, about which, I think, Wittgenstein says a great dealQ 

His remarks show that some beliefs are indispensable to us as human 

beings engaged in certain activities (e~gep speakers of a language), 

and that there are limits to what will serve as core beliefs for us 

as creatures of a certain kind living in a world of a certain kindo 

Sop we might add to what has already besn said about the natura of 

co~e belief Sf that they, function in upholding what els8 one beliaves~ 

that they are indispensable for the preservation of one's present 

system of beliefs s th§t there ara some core beliefs essential to 

any working belief system, and that core beliefs are not subject to 

dOUbt within a systemo 

However, the claim that core beliefs are totally indis= 

pensable seems to cover only the type of COTe belief that Wittgen

stein mentionso Moral,metaphysical and religious core bellefs p I 

think~ not only are not logically immune to revision but they and 

their contraries can be either accepted or rejected without absurd

ity. Certainly, the world is not rendered absurd when a theist 

becomes an atheist (or vice \fersa)~ And it is arguable that the 
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same applies to moral beli8fs~ though I am lesa sure whether it also 

applies to ~etaphysical beliefs o In any cass, this points out p I 

think, a distinction between the core beliefs cited by Wittgenstein 

and moral~ metaphysical and religious core beliefs, which is, in 

effect, that these two kinds of core beliefs are mutually independ-

6 ant .. 

Now to apply the above to the problem of self-deception$ The 

belief to which the self-deceiver misguidedly adheres lies near his 

core beliefsc The belief is predominant; it affects significantly 

a great many of his beliefs concerning hims81f~ others and the 

worldc As such, it controls 8 large part of the system of beliefs 

adopted0 It provides, as it w8r8~ the foundation upon which less 

central beliefs are builto Sa, as core beliefs ar~ immune to doubt~ 

the self-deceiver's intermediate belief~ by lying near his core 

beliefs, is to a degree immune to doubte 

To understand the self-deceiver's i~p8rviousness to recal-
. 

citrant evidence, it is helpful to first understand how a theist, 

says handles objections which can be considered analogous to 

recalcitrant evidenceo? The believer in a benevolent God, when 

confronted with the horrific instances of evil in the world 

apparently challenging his belief, will, unable to satisfactorily 

reconcile them, invariably accept the existence of evil 8S the will. 

of God$ as a mystery, etc e Similar.ly~ the self-decBiver's belief 

is not disturbed by some recalcitrant evidence. He is not disturbed 

because just as there is no room open for doubt in the theist1s 

system of beliefs to upset his faithj so there is no immediate room 
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open in the self-deceiver's system of beliefs to allow entertaining 

the possibility that he is mistaken. 

The peripheral beliefs are such that the possibility of a 

revision is always a lively option e The system allows for alter~ 

native beliefs to replace those peripheral beliefs found incorrect 

while the system itself .remains intact~ because the rejection Dr a 

peripheral belief does not directly endanger 'any core beliefeHow

evert elternatives to any core belief are not options within the 

system itselfs for the revision of anyone of the core beliefs 

necessitates the establishment of a new~ distinct system o Con

sidering the number and magnitude of beliefs connected to any core 

-belief, this should not be surprising o Thus, s system of beliefs 

has a built-in resistance to that which challenges it~ that 1s 1 

it protects its core beliefs0 Intermediate beliefs share the 

features of both core and peripheral beliefs, but to a lesser 

degree~ Rejection of a belief which lies between the core and 

the periphery is possible within the system~ but due to this 

pasitionp revision is Isss easy than that found with peripheral 

beliefs. And though the rejection of an intermediate belief doss 

not require the adoption of a new system j it does involve major 

adjustm8nts~ So, as with core beliefs but not to the same degrs8 9 

there is a resistance to the change of any intermediate belief 

the degree of resistance being directly proportionate to its 

proximity to the core o 

An intermediate belief will be rejected or a system of 

beliefs raplaced, when the belief or system of beliefs becomes so 
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beleaguered that the only recourse is to reject it in favour of 

anotherc This. I think, explains whay the self-deceiver (and the 

theist) is resilient to recalcitrant evidence but only up to a 

pointG In stage 1, the contrary 8vidence~ not overwhelming, does 

not attack the belief, does not render the belief and those beliefs 

dependent upon it so inaccurate as to warrant alteration. In Stage 

2~ as the contrary evidence increBses, 'as ths person begins to 

emerge ~rom Stage 1~ the process of rejecting the erroneous inter

mediate belief and all that depends,upon it is indicated by the 

perplexity and ment~l turmoil experienced by the self-dBceivere 

But what is the nature of the emergence from self-deception? 

If the self-deceiver is at one time resilient to recalcitrant 

evidencB, why isn 6 t he always? 

Each belief near the centre of a belief system will be the 

anchoring or intermediary link in at least one chain~ but most likely 

very many chains~ reaching the periphery. And just as removal of 

one of the links close to the centre will sever one or many chains, 

so to, if the links of the several chains leading up to one link t 

from the periphery to the centr~, are removed i then that link ceBses 

to tlold anything together and therefore ceasss to perform a function; 

it becomes otiOSBG (Cf o Wittgenstein's remark: "8 wheel that can be 

turned though nothing els8 moves with itp is not part of the 

mechanism~lI) If a belief is rejected~ then those beliefs dependent 

upon it must also be rejected., And if eV8r~! belief dependent upon 

8 belief is rejec'ted, then that belief must also be rejected - a 

belief upon which nothing depends ceaSBS to be a correct representa-
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ticn of the world. 

Tile sEilf-""decei vel"" s emergence from his deception is charac

terized by the gradual elimination and replacement of peripheral 

and not-so-peripheral beliefs culminating in the elimination and 

replacement of the intermediate belief. At first9 in Stage 1p 

every belief is retained$ no relevant peripheral belief is revised~ 

the recalci trent evidence is treated in a way consist"snt with the 

beliefs which follow from the core balief. But, in Stage 2~ as the 

persan is confronted with mounting evidence attacking certain of the 

relevant peripheral belief8~ he gradually rejects them one by one 

until he must reject the erroneous intermediate belief e When this 

has been accomplish8d~ the person has completely emerged from 

sel f -decep tion .. 

There is a temptation to say that the self-deceiver is 

incapable of recognizing his mistake while self-deceivedQ But it is 

also true that the self-deceiver ~ capable of recognizing his 

errore This apparent contradiction can be explained away with the 

help of an analogYe A long-distance runner~ who has consistently 

run the mile in less than 4 minutes r finds that after a short 'time 

away from the track he fails on the first attempt to reach his 

standarde Yet, despite his failure now, we knew that with proper 

conditioning ha will seon return to forme We might sayv then, that 

although he ~8B'thB power to run the mile under 4 minutes, his 

physical condition at this moment will not allow him to do SDe 

So, we might say that the self~deceiverf althougtl he has the intel-

IBctual equipment necessary to realize his error, has a system of 
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beliefs which does not allow him to immediately recognize it0 

50 f assuming all the above is right, if there is a paradox 

in self-deception, it dD~S not reside in intentionality or in con-

flicting beliefs o Rather the self=deceiver's state is puzzling 

because what for us appears to bes as a peripheral belief, amenable 

to uncomplicated revision~ is for the self-deceiver .8 deeply en

trenched intermediate belief, immune from doubt as long as the rest 

of his beliefs dependent upon it can be maintained reasonably and 

consistently. Tha tendency to characterize self-deception as para-

doxiesl arises from the fact that we have difficulty understanding 

why, when both the self-deceiver and ourselves have access to the 

same information p the self-deceiver dues not even begin to suspect 
. . 

his errorQ Much the same perplexity is experienced by theists and 

atheists aliks, who, in treating the same data in diametrically 

opposed ways9 are bewildered by each other's conclusions 0 

This way of picturing self-deception eschews talk of it in 

terms of intentionality and internal conflict, but it SUbstantiates 

at least one of the many metaphors connected with self-deception, 

namely, that the self-deceiver is blind to the truth which he could 

see if only he would look o He does not 8ee what we seB in the 

relevant pieces of information o It is as if he were temporarily 

blinded by his belief, because although he is capable of appreciat= 

log the full significance of the evidence he does not recognize that 

wh~t he believes is in jeopardye 

This analysis should also k8ep self-deception ~istinct from 



and show its connection with closely associated mental phenomenae 

While self-deception does consist in an erroneous bSlief, 

it is distinct from a simple mistaken beli8f~ Holding a false 
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belief may be the re5ul t of an 18rror in judgmel7lt~ stupidity s nEli vet'~ 

etc o In such cases there nsed not be a resistance to correction; 

whereas in self-deception, the self-deceiver has a 'protective 

shield' against easy adjustment to his beliefe Nor need the belief 

in question be an important one; whereas the self-deceiver has sDm8~ 

thing at stake in what he balieves p iQeo~ 8 lot depends upon it~ 

Of course~ there aI'S instances of 'persons holding an to 

incorrect beliefs and resisting the admission of error through sheer 

ob8tinacy~ But the kind of resistance here is a product ofp say~ a 

refusal to admit fallibility~ or a desire to save faeeo The self

d8ceiver~ however, has no (ulterior) motive for preserving his 

belief o It would not be correct to say that the self-deoeiver, as 

I have described him, wants to believe such-and-such$ I argued 

earlier that the notion.of wanting or intending to believe is 

incoherrmt .. 

Evident from the previous analyses considered in Chapters 

I and II? there is a definite tendency to speak of the self-

deceiver as believing what he knows to be falsB e But as we have 

seen, holding inconsistent beliefs i~ not a feature of a central case 

of self-dBception~ Describing the self-deceiver in this fashion 

seems to arise from characterizing him as one who could or should 

know bBtter~ We feel he must know the truth because he has Bcce~s 
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to the same information we have. But it get~ more force from Stage 

2~ in which the person emerging from self-deception? is seemingly 

caught between two opposing beliefs. Thus y in referring to the 

process of rejectiDg the mistaken belief and acquiring the correct 

belief~ it is suggestive (but inaccurate) to say that he believes 

what he knows to be falsee S And to repeati it d08s not describe 

self-deception as such, since it refers to stage 2 in which the 

person is not in self-deception but emerging from itQ 

Stage 2 is culminated by the sslf-deceiver's having sucess

fully completed the readjustment to his system of beliefsQ But he 

may not ieach that point directly (or ever)o Stage 2 can be pro

longed by engaging .1n an activity which avoids the turmoil and 

uncomfortable admission of erroro 

If, in the words of Fingaretts 9 he adopts a policy of not 

spelling-outs not thinking about the turn of events, then he has 

succeeded in repressing an unpleasant thoughto Although the term 

"self-deception" is applied o~ten to phenomena of this sort, it is 

somewhat removed from the central features of the concept. It and 

its comp18mentary~ wishful thinking, are frequently taken to be 

instances of self-deception, but I think their differences warrant 

a clear distinction between themo 

We have a facility for positing and dwelling on pleasant 

thoughts and a corresponding facility for 'forgetting' or obliter

ating unpleasant thoughts~ When such pleasant thoughts are enter

tained one is usually not unaware of what is known to bet~u~; in;~ 

fact it is sometimes just bec~use tho0ght of the truth is ·SD 'uncam-

-:11- -""'''''''''-1'--
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fortable that more pleasant thoughts occupy one's mind~ The degree 

tm which the activity of wishful thinking commands onels attention 

ranges from the unimportant to the serious 9 from harmless daydream

ing to a loss of touch with realityc The extent to which wishful 

thinking has a grip on onela life is indicated, I think, by the 

degree to which the corresponding unpleasant thoughts are repressedQ 

And it seems the degree to which a thought i~" repressed is directly 

proportionate to the difficulty of bringing it to the person's 

attention and the degree of distress he experiences when he faces ito 

Roughly, the elements af wishful thinking accompanied by 

repression af an unpleasant thought would be something like: (1) 

S believes (or knows)" p$ (2) the thought of p is a causs of dis

comfortr (3) consequently p is 'forgotten' or repressed s and (4) 

a pleasant thoughtq takes its placeo The person who has repressed 

a thought may need help to cbms to grips with it~ which would 

consist of efforts to overcome his mental defens8se But although 

self-deception is also characterized by resistance~ the nature af 

the resistance is obviously very dlfferento 

Other mental phenomena bearing close resemblance to wishful 

thinking are also labelled seJLf-delusoryo Believing in someone 

or something despite adverse conditions suggests that the loyalty, 

lave or respect for that person or thing supersedes awareness of its 

deficiencies - there is fai th that the person or thing will 8ventuG~ 

ally turn out all righto What differentiates believing-in from self

deception is that in the former the person recognizes the full 

significance of the unwelcome factsc 
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It is sometimes said that we deceive ourselves into liking 

what we truly dislike~ For instance, if a condition for belonging 

to a certain organization is appreciating something 8 person does 

not presently care for, he may try to cultivate an interest e Though 

never quite succeeding with his project, he -tells himself and others 

that he likes such-and-such in order to feel he belongs, in the 

hope that such declarations will help him to 'tealize his aimQ But 

while f8eling mere comfortable with the thought that he likes such

and-such and that he belongs, he is not unaware that his Teal 

affections belie his behauiour~ 

It is a mark of all the above mental phenomena connected 

with wishful thinkingJ that they are amenable to psychological 

interpretation and explanati~n, involving the'attribution of desires 

and aversions$ And this description in terms of motives is what 

primarily distinguishes them from self-deceptiono 
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NOTES 

Introduction 

1 The self-deceiver is also said to be incapable of recog
nizing his mistake, but this is to distinguished from his ultimate 
intellectual ability to discriminate correctlyo This point will be 
taken up again in Chapter IIIo 

Chapter I 

1 Some of the papers discussed here have also been dealt 
wi th in the second chapter of H co Fingarette IS ~D"8_c.~pti0!1' al thou'gh 
our treatments and conclusions differ substantially. 

2 Rc Demos, "Lying to Oneself," po 5880 The combined 'analysis 
does indeed include results and intention, but I do not think know
ledge need be Q Surely all thetis sufficient is that a believes that 
what he tells C is false and that it is in fact fals8e 

3 Ibi.c! .. 

5 Ibid" 

6 Ibid .. , po 593 0 
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B F. Siegler, "Demos on Lying to Oneself," ppo 472-473c 

10 Jbid., 

11 Ibj~qc~ pQ 593 .. 

12 The inclusion of this condition echoes Demos' analysis, 
but as mentioned earlier I think it is too strong~ 

13 Fo Siedler, "Self-Deception," pe 32~ 

14 Cf. J~ Canfield and P. McNally, "Paradoxes of Self
Deceptions" PPc 142-1440 

15 Condition (8) has already been argued for, and I consider 
(b) to be an uncontroversial feature of an intentione 



16 This is a slightly altered version of an example Siegler 
discusses., 

17 Sieg18r~ op". cit .. , p", 40 .. 

18 More will be sa~ about their relationship to self
deception in Chapters II and IIIe 

19 Siegler, Ope cl10 
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20 Another example which illustrates what I have in mind hera 
is the fea-r some people have of flying in commercial airplaneso 
Although they may recognize that planes are safer than cars and 
perhaps even admit that such behaviour is unreBsonable, the fear is 
so strong that it prevents them from travelling by air$ They cannot 
help it despite themselves~ We know that the causes of the fear 
are the stories and pictures of airplane disasters0 They cause the 
fear but they do not at the sarna time provide a basis for that feare 

21 Sieg18r~ "Self-Deception," pe 34 and "Demos on Lying to 
Oneself~" p. 4750 

22 Fe Siegler, "An Analy:::iis of Self-DecBptionpU p" 161" 

23 Ibido -
2L} Ibi:£o f p., 162 .. 

. 25 I!:!l9." po 160 .. 

26 Je Canfield and Do Gustafson, "Self-Deception," ppe 33-35~ 

27 T .. Penelhum, IiPleasure and Faj.sity," po 88" 

28 l!2lE!" 

29 ~bi9." 

30 Ibid" 

31 Ibid~ Fingarette notes that the model as set out is 
inconsisten -rwIth Penelhum t 8 r'emarks that tr18 self=odsceiver neither 
fulfills the criteria for belief nor disbelief c While this appears 
to be a result or carelessness on Penelhum's part, there i!3 no 
possibility of misunderstanding the direction of the argument o 

Chapter II 
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3~", pc> 35" 

4 Ibido -
5 1El!;!o, pp .. 38-39 .. 

6 Ibido v pp" 40-41" 

7 .llli9.., ~ Po' 42 .. 

8 I_bid" i po 47 .. 

9 l.l2l£., t po 48., 

10 ~"t po l~9 " 

11 1Ei9. .. , po 62 .. 

12 lEl£"9 p" 710 

131Ei9, .. , pp .. 86-87 .. 

14 'l.92:E. e t pQ 87" 

15 lE.i.9. .. 

16 ~'" p .. 41 .. 

17 L9id .. , pp" 39-40" 

18 lli9.<>s pc> 1,;0", 

19 .!.El9. .. , p .. 45 .. 

20 ]J!~ti., p .. 46" 

21 ill9. .. , p., 43 .. 

22~", p .. 47,. 

231.Qi9."p pp .. 66-67 .. 

24 CfE>'~'" pp 111-135. 

25 1E.i!i." po 28 .. 

26 Ibid" ~ p .. 29", 

271.Ql£", po 31., 

28 lEl9. .. , p" 143'., 
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30 In.qe8d~ lack of intention is in keeping with his descrip
tion of the self-deceiver as victim rather than, as instigatoro See' 
his Chapter VIle 

32 1Bi£e1 RQ 141Q 

33 1!!i.9." 
34 IblEo, po 1440 

35 lbid.<>, pC! 47" 

Chapter III 

1 My understanding of eaie and peripheral beliefs owes a 
great deal to llJi. ttgerlstein I s .Q.r1_f..e,:rt,8_i,!1.!y' and the seconel section of 
J0 Bennett's nP.nalytic-Synthetic r

ll which 'is itself s'n'interpretation 
and criticism of Quine!s attack on the analytic-synthetic distinc
ticm .. 

2 J" Bennett, "Analytic-Synthetic 9 ", pp" 167-168 .. 

3 But as we shall S88 b8low~ not every cere belief can be 
rejected without absurdityp allowing for a new belief system to 
be adopted Q 

4 le Wlttgenstein, On~erta~f ~Q 

5 To do justice to Wittgenstein's penetrating discussion, 
the reader is strongly recommended to refer to the aforementioned 
book" 

6 Evidently these claims need further investigation. Unfor
tunatelYf I am not at the moment able to do so~ But Buen if they 
are wrong y I do not think my model of self-deception thereby suffers o 

7 This comparison is not meant to suggest that the theist 
is a self-deceivar o If the theist's belief is at the core of his 
belief system, i.e~, 8 groundless assumption~ then it is incorrect 
to speak of evidence for and against ito And since recalcitrant 
evidence is a crucial feature of sBlf-deception~ it follows that 
the theist is not a self-deceivero (er o note 8 below)· Of cours8 1 

if someonels belief in a Supreme Being were held B$ an intermediate 
belief and thus less indispensable to his belief ~ystem~ it seems 
that self-deception might be possible in B case like thiB~ 
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8 In additionp it 'may be possible for someone to hold 
simultaneous inconsistent beliefs which are part of inconsistent 
belief systams o For example g those philosdphers G. EQ Moore accuses 
of denyiri~·i~-a·philosophical context what they know with certainty 
in an everyday context suggests that they hold both ordinary and 
philosophical belief systems. And since both can, I thinkp be 
kept separate without impinging on one another,' arid each amounts to 
an adoption of either realism Dr idealism, for which qua philo~ 

'sophical theory there is no evidence for Dr 'against, it would be 
improper to speak of self-deceptiono Perhaps what Moore is getting 
at in his 'defense of common sense' is that the common sense belief 
system avoids the muddles inherent in other belief systems i and by 
virtue of this it is to beprsferrede But if.the alternativB 
beilef system is perfectly consistent, then the only means I can see 
of choosing between the~ is this: Part of what it is to be ,rational 
is that when faced with two opposing hypothes8s~ one more complex 
than the other, both of which adequately account for the same datar 
the simpler is taken to be the true or correct one (Occam's Razoi 
isn't it also a core belief?)o 
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